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abstract

The increasingly rapid breakdown in natural systems that humankind is 
currently witness to has brought home the urgent need for a new approach 
to society. Modern technologies born of the Industrial and Information 
Ages have brought prosperity undreamt of by previous civilisations, but it 
is rapidly becoming clear that this prosperity may have come at too high 
a cost. 

This work will explore the issue of sustainability within the framework 
of architecture and the built environment, and attempt to identify a new 
paradigm for architectural design whereby built-environment professionals 
are able to ensure the consistent realization of sustainable architecture. 

The first part of the thesis will address the origins of and need for 
sustainability, and explore it within the context of architecture and 
the built environment. This will be followed by a critical investigation 
into conventional design practice and the emerging alternative - 
integrated design practice, and how suitable each of these design 
practices are for the task of ensuring sustainability. 

The second part of the thesis will detail a practical 
implementation of the conclusions reached in section 
one, investigating sustainable design in architecture 
using a “Design-Based Research” approach.

Abstract





part 1

Part 1





Chapter 1 - Sustainability, an Urgent Need

sustainability, an urgent need

chapter 1

Spurred by the Industrial Revolution, humankind has experienced an 
unprecedented era of growth and prosperity over the last 200 years or so. 
It is becoming painfully clear though that we have been living beyond our 
means, that this way of life is simply not sustainable. The breakdown of 
our natural systems has become one of, if not the most pressing issue of 
our time (Buchanan 2005:10), impacting on every sphere of human life, be 
it economic, environmental or social.

This chapter will explore this problem of unsustainability in some detail by 
investigating the factors that have lead to the present situation. It will then 
proceed to illustrate how the built environment factors into the issue, and 
finally what role architecture may play in a potential solution.

metla house . finland . [Jussi Tiainen]
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1.1 The Industrial Revolution and 
Population

The Industrial Revolution kicked off in earnest in the 
early 18th century. Thomas Newcomen produced the 
first true steam-engine in 1712 (French 1994:276), 
and along with advances in textile manufacture, 
machining, mining and various other fields, techno-
logical advancement and economic development 
leapt ahead in the then developing economies of the 
Northern Hemisphere. Tapping into the vast energy 
potential of fossil fuels, horse-drawn carriages gave 
way to trains and later automobiles, towns and cities 
were electrified and the modern age began. The in-
dustrial revolution also gave birth to modern sanitation 
and advances in medicine that have since protected 
large populations from disease, significantly increas-
ing average human life expectancy in the process.
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Figure 1.1: World Population, Historial Figure 1.2: World Population, Projected

Amongst others, these factors led to an explosion in 
population and exponential increases in industrial and 
economic growth that have continued into the present 
and, show no signs of slowing. (www.minneapolisfed.
org 2009). In fact, from a population of less than a 
billion in 1800 (www.statistics.gov.uk 2009) (Figure 

industrial revolution . [Andrew Lines]

1.1), the total world population has grown to 
almost 7 billion today, and is projected to 
exceed 9 billion by 2045. (esa.un.org 
2009) (Figure 1.2).
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1.2 Energy and Waste

Of course, the staggering advancements brought 
about by the Industrial Revolution have not come 
without significant cost. As our population has 
grown and we’ve leaped ahead technologi-
cally, so our need for energy has also kept 
pace. Since our energy needs are still met 
predominantly by fossil fuels, this increasing 

consumption has also led to massive 
increases in greenhouse gas 

emissions, most notably that 
of Carbon Dioxide. (Figure 

1.3 and 1.4)

The industrial age has also seen significant increases 
in waste. Fossil fuels, most notably coal, produce 
vast amounts of ash laced with toxic heavy metals 
and radioactive elements that contaminate water and 
soil (www.ornl.gov 2009). More recently, the invention 
and refinement of non-biodegradable petroleum-de-
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Figure 1.3: World Carbon Emissions, Historical
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rived chemical products such as plastics, pesticides 
and fertilizers have further exacerbated this problem. 
Artificial agricultural products have had a devastat-
ing impact on the environment through groundwa-
ter pollution and run-off (www.oecd.org 2009), while 
plastic waste is particularly devastating to the marine 
biosphere and to birds (Thompson et al 2004: 838)
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1.3 Environmental Degradation and 
the Need for Sustainability

The strain we’ve placed on the planet through these 
practices cannot be understated or denied, and 
humankind is now witnessing rapid, large-scale de-
terioration of the natural environment as a result of it. 
This degradation affects every aspect of our planet, 
manifesting in issues as diverse as climate change, 
pollution of our oceans and the atmosphere, soil deg-
radation and loss of potable water, and numerous 
related issues. Buchanan summarizes this problem 
very succinctly:

“…virtually all other serious problems (such as over-

population, hunger, social breakdown and inequality, 

the rise of diseases such as cancer and the spread 

of others, increasingly frequent natural disasters such 

as storms and flooding) are part of this crisis [environ-

mental decline] or closely related and subordinate to 

it.” (Buchanan 2005:10)

Clearly this cannot continue. As a society we have 
become accustomed to a certain rate of growth and 
prosperity, and comfortable with the mechanisms of 
achieving them, but if we continue along this path 
of development we will inevitably destroy ourselves. 
We need to consciously rethink our relationship to 
the earth, from one of unsustainable consumption to 
one of sustainable, symbiotic partnership. We can no 
longer afford to regard the planet as a resource to be 
exploited.

Figure 1.5: Triple Bottom Line of Sustainability

2008:6-12). As environmental pressures began to 
mount, the need for a clear understanding of what 
sustainability meant became obvious, which finally 
led to and culminated in the World Commission on 
Environment and Development. (Brundtlandt Com-
mission) and their definition of sustainability in their 
Brundtlandt report of 1989. This referred to sustain-
ability as development that:

“meets the needs of the present without compromis-

ing the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs” (Adams 2006:1).

From this initial definition, the concept of sustainabil-
ity has evolved into a broader idea encompassing 
a social, economic and environmental dimension. 
John Elkington, founder of the think tank and con-
sultancy SustainAbility and of Volans Ventures 
refers to this as the “triple bottom line” (TBL, 
3BL), also characterised as the 3 P’s of People, 
Planet and Profit.

This idea can be represented as in Figure 
1.5. The diagram also shows the un-
derlying ideas that result and act as 
a further guide to sustainability 
– viability, equitability and 
bearability.

1.4 Defining Sustainability

As our need has grown, the concept has increas-
ingly become a media sound bite, or a buzzword 
used by marketers and sales-people to sell products. 
Everybody seems to have an opinion of what sus-
tainability is and what a sustainable society would 
look like, but there doesn’t appear to be a clear, 
concise definition of the concept everybody can work 
towards.

Ecology was gaining acceptance as a scientific dis-
cipline by the early 20th century (Worster 1994:24), 
followed some time later by environmentalism, which 
gained strength as a result of the rapid escalation in 
growth and prosperity the world experienced during 
and after the post-war boom of the 1950’s. (Robin 
2008:2) However, it wasn’t until the late 20th century 
though that environmental concerns were becoming a 
global problem that could no longer be ignored (WWF 
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chrysler building . manhattan . william van alen. [T. Nocks]

1.5 The Impact of the Built 
Environment

While the dangers of environmental degradation and 
the need for a sustainable society should be fairly 
obvious though, not so clear perhaps is what all of this 
has to do with architecture and the built environment. 
As frightening as this scenario is, it is perhaps not 
immediately obvious how architects, contractors and 
developers may have an impact on the situation.

Simply put though, the built environment is half the 
problem:

“… the built environment as a whole is responsible 

for at least half of this [total] annual consumption 

of energy [and therefore resources]” (Buchanan 

2005:6)

forum homini . johannesburg . activate architects . [Author]
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Surprising as this statement may be, especially con-
sidering that the combined impact of all the world’s 
transportation accounts for only 30% of the resources 
consumed (Buchanan 2005:6), it makes sense though 
when considering the concept of a built environment 
in its broadest sense. Taking the entire life cycle of a 
building and the systems that support it into account 
(from initial concept and design through construction 
to occupancy, long-term servicing and demolition), 
how the built environment is constructed clearly has 
a huge impact on the natural environment, social 
justice and various other factors of sustainability.

Buildings affect and change the environment, and 
they express and help in the shaping of our lifestyles 
and the values of our culture. (Buchanan 2005:12) 
Clearly then, we cannot claim that “green” or sustain-

able buildings are unaffordable. On the contrary, as 
a species we must realize and understand that we 
cannot afford not to build such buildings. Simply put, it 
is essential that we achieve sustainability, and clearly 
built environment professionals will play an extremely 
important, if not a leading role in this endeavor.

1.6 The Need for an Urgent Solution

Unfortunately recognizing that we need to achieve 
sustainability is clearly not the same as achieving it. 
Sustainability is a moving target directly tied to popula-
tion. As our populations increase worldwide, we place 
ever greater strain on the world’s resources, and true 
sustainability becomes more difficult. Human beings 

are arguably also naturally resistant to change and 
often need to be coerced into taking up such issues.

The majority of architectural professionals seemingly 
have been very slow in acknowledging, let alone ad-
dressing the challenge of achieving sustainability. 
Considering that the built environment is such a large 
consumer of resources and that sustainability is an 
increasingly challenging proposition, it is clearly vital 
that a methodology be identified that will allow archi-
tectural design practice to ensure consistent realiza-
tion of sustainable architecture.

This Thesis will attempt to identify such a methodol-
ogy through a process of theoretical investigation and 
design-based research.





Chapter 2 - 

sustainability in the architectural context

chapter 2

In the preceding chapter the need for sustainability in architecture 
was investigated and placed within the broader context of the present 
environmental crisis faced by humanity. Considering the significant 
contribution the built environment makes to the overall problem, it was 
shown that built environment professionals, though slow to adopt the 
goal of sustainability, urgently need to identify and adopt a methodology 
towards achieving such.

Before attempting such however, it is important to define sustainability 
specifically within the context of architecture and the built environment, and 
in so doing attempt to answer the question of exactly what a sustainable 
building or system does that unsustainable buildings don’t.

spherion . germany . [Koch Architekten]
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2.1 Drivers and Knowledge Bases of 
Sustainability

Sustainability is a fairly recent goal in architecture, 
and much of the knowledge that informs sustain-
able architectural practice must be drawn from other 
professional fields, most notably those of biology, 
ecology and environmental activism. Drawn from or-
ganisations as diverse as the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN: www.iucn.org), United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP: www.unep.
org), World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF: www.panda.
org), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA: 
www.epa.gov), to mention but a few, these knowledge 
bases must then be adapted to the specific needs of 
the built environment and of built environment profes-
sionals. Further adaptation is required due to the fact 
that the needs and goals of these different fields often 
have different drivers and even sometimes seem to 
work at cross-purposes, resulting in an even greater 
disconnect between the development of drivers and 
knowledge-bases around sustainability, and their in-
corporation into the built environment.

This is clearly a less than ideal situation. Considering 
that the built environment is such a large consumer 
of resources (Chapter 1.5) and that sustainability is 
an increasingly challenging proposition (Chapter 1.6), 
knowledge bases must be adapted and incorporat-
ed into the architectural design practice much more 
quickly. This is vital in order to minimise the “time lag” 
between the development of sustainability ideas and 
their implementation.

More importantly perhaps, the built environment pro-
fessions must strive to develop their own sustainabil-
ity knowledge bases and concepts, building a foun-
dation of practical experience and research more 
appropriate to their field.

The question then arises: Can the experience of 
other countries regarding sustainability be leveraged 
by a country like South Africa, one with very different 
economic, social and environmental contexts?

Overall, goals may coincide – environmental, economic 
and social sustainability – but the components and 
actions required to achieve this will vary to a certain 
degree due to existing conditions and varying factors 
affecting starting points in terms of existing levels of 
sustainability. Consider Germany and Australia for 
example: in certain areas Germany may be the most 
useful reference for decision making in fields such 
as technology and building design process, whereas 
Australia may be the more applicable in areas such 
as climatic response.

Clearly, different regions have unique social, economic 
and environmental contexts, making it very difficult to 
apply a solution appropriate to one area directly to 
another. If one region is to draw on the experience of 
others, definite care must be taken in what practices 
and principles are adopted, and in how they are 
adapted to the local context. More specifically, it 
becomes very important that a universal set of 
principles and best-practices evolve that can 
serve as a template for sustainable design in 
most contexts.

2.2 The Global and Local Contexts of 
Sustainability

When sustainable development is considered 
globally, some countries have clearly been dealing or 
trying to deal with this issue of sustainability for far 
longer than others have. Countries such as Germany, 
the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and the USA 
have, through a process of research, application, 
and trial and error, and through their responses to 
changing climatic conditions, advanced in the field of 
sustainability to levels that most other countries still 
only aspire to. 

Unfortunately South Africa has lagged far behind 
these countries in adopting sustainable design 
practices. The SABS has only recently addressed 
this issue in SANS publication 204: “Energy Efficien-
cy in Buildings”, for example (SABS 2008). That said, 
South Africa is actively working towards sustainable 
architecture with adoption of such measures as the 
Green Star SA rating tool. SANS 204 will also likely 
soon be made mandatory, according to SABS Chair-
person Bahle Sibisi. (Naidoo 2008). On the whole 
though, we are still far behind on the issue.
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2.3 Approaches to Sustainable 
Design Principles

As sustainability has moved to the forefront of people’s 
and organisations’ thinking, the need has emerged for 
a common standard by which to measure progress 
and achievement in this area. The Brundtland Com-
mission’s definition (Chapter 1.4), though accurate, 
was too general in this regard, and John Elkington’s 
Triple Bottom Line (TBL, 3BL, People-Planet-Profit) 
(As defined in Chapter 1.4) concept has increas-
ingly become that standard. In 2001, France became 
one of the first countries to adopt mandatory TBL 
reporting in 2001 with other countries since following 
their example. (Egan 2007: 2)  Most tellingly though, 
the United Nations and the ICLEI ratified TBL as a 
standard for urban and community accounting in 
early 2007, making it the dominant approach to public 
sector total cost accounting. (www.arnnet.com.au 
2009).

A good example of a set of architectural design princi-
ples that tries to address all sustainability by using the 
Triple Bottom Line is Peter Buchanan’s “10 Shades of 
Green”, defined in his book of the same title:

Low Energy/ High performance – Relates 1. 
to the urgency of reducing green house gas 
emissions by ensuring that buildings only 
consume a fraction of or no fossil fuel-derived 
energy.

Replenishable sources – Relates to 2. 
the use of Replenishable energy sources 

and building materials such as solar 
energy, wind, gravity, timber, earth 

etc.
Recycling: Eliminat-3. 

ing waste and pollution commerzbank . foster + partners . frankfort . [Author] 
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– Relates to the “organic cycle” (waste from 
one creature is the nutriment for the next) and 
reducing and reusing waste.
Embodied energy – Relates to the amount of 4. 
energy used in the creation of a building – extrac-
tion of raw materials, manufacture and transport, 
assembly and finishing.
Long Life, Loose fit – Relates to the conservation 5. 
and reuse of buildings as well as flexibility in the 
design of buildings.
Total life cycle costing – Relates to the broader 6. 
application of economics to a building in terms of 
its inception to demolition.
Embedded in place – Relates to the symbiotic re-7. 
lationship of the building and its context.
Access and urban context – Relates to the ac-8. 
cessibility of public transport and proximity of 
amenities such as shops, restaurants and social-
ising opportunities.
Health and happiness – Relates to the indoor 9. 
environmental quality (natural ventilation, natural 
light, non toxic materials etc.) of buildings as well 
as the idea of community life within them.
Community and connection – Relates to the 10. 
creation of a sustainable culture through the re-
generation of community and connection with the 
natural world.

(after Buchanan 2005:31-37)

Buchanan focusses heavily on the environmental 
and social aspect of sustainability, but manages to 
address all three dimensions through the ten shades. 
Environmental concerns are primarily addressed in 
the first four shades, Economic motivation in the next 
two, and Social issues in the last four. All ten points 
address the three dimensions of TBL to some extent 
though.

The US National Institute of Building Sciences 
defines their objectives in a similar yet slightly dif-
ferently focused way, targeting the social dimension 
in more depth, while still addressing both economic 
and environmental dimensions. As described in their 
“Whole Building Design”, the NIBS’ guidelines read 
as follows:

Accessibility – Relates to building elements, 1. 
heights and clearances implemented to address 
the specific needs of disabled people.
Aesthetics – Relates to the physical appearance 2. 
and image of building elements and spaces as 
well as the integrated design process.
Cost effective – Relates to selecting building 3. 
elements on the basis of life-cycle costs as well 
as basic cost estimating and budget control.
Functional/Operational – Relates to functional 4. 
programming – spatial needs and requirements, 
system performance as well as durability and 
efficient maintenance of building elements.
Historic Preservation - Relates to specific actions 5. 
within a historic district or affecting a historic 
building whereby building elements and strategies 
are classifiable into one of the four approaches: 
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, or recon-
struction.
Productive – Relates to occupants’ well-being 6. 
(physical and psychological comfort) including 
building elements such as air distribution, lighting, 
workspaces, systems, and technology.
Secure/Safe – Relates to the physical protection 7. 
of occupants and assets from man-made and 
natural hazards.
Sustainable – Relates to environmental perform-8. 
ance of building elements and strategies.

 (USA National Institute of Building Sciences 2009)
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2.4 Core Principles of Sustainable 
Design

As the triple bottom line increasingly becomes an 
accepted practice and even a legal requirement in 
accounting, development, and other areas, (as in the 
case of France and elsewhere) it makes sense to 
frame a set of guiding principals for sustainable de-
velopment on the same basis.

Ideally, such a set  of guidelines should equally 
address all three dimensions of the triple bottom 
line – social, environmental and economic, though 

in practice this will vary from one author to the next 
based on scope or priority, or the context of the 
problem being solved.

In selecting guiding principles, approaches and 
practices then, one does well to relate them back to 
the central questions raised by the triple bottom line, 
evaluate how well those questions are answered, 
and determine where the selected paradigm may be 
improved upon. The Cleveland Museum of Natural 
History’s sustainability center’s (http://www.gcbl.
org 2009) expansion of the basic TBL diagram (see 
Figure 1.5, Chapter 1.4 and Figure 2.1) is helpful in 
this regard:

 

economic
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growth enhancement

total shareholder return

safety and health
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global climate change
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Figure 2.1: Triple Bottom Line of Sustainability, Expanded
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2.5. Conclusion

Primary Dimensions
Economic – Does the paradigm stimulate 1. 
economic growth?
Environmental – Does the paradigm ensure 2. 
minimal impact on the environment?
Social – Does the paradigm promote 3. 
community?

Secondary Dimensions (Intersections)
Viable – Does the paradigm promote efficiency in 1. 
an ecologically sensitive manner?
Bearable – Does the paradigm promote the 2. 
health, safety and well-being of people?
Equitable – Does the paradigm strive towards 3. 
economic and social justice?

By asking these general questions and the more 
specific ones raised by each of these six dimensions 
of sustainability, it is possible to assess a particular 
approach in a clear, objective manner and determine 
its suitability as a model for sustainable design.

highveld landscape . [Author] 
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conventional design practice

chapter 3

Having defined sustainability and its guiding principles within the context of 
the built environment in the preceding chapter, it now becomes possible to 
interrogate different approaches to architecture in a clearer, more objective 
manner. This chapter will focus on traditional principles, approaches 
and practices in architecture, loosely defined as “Conventional Design 
Practice” or CDP, and interrogate this paradigm critically on the basis of 
its potential for consistent realization of sustainable architecture.

amsterdam library . jo coenen . 
netherlands . [Author]
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3.1 The Goals of Conventional 
Design Practice

Conventional Design is typically not a well-defined 
process. Because of its varied application by profes-
sionals with different focuses and differing levels of 
expertise, Conventional Design has evolved more or 
less organically, with practical experience   gradually 
forming a base of knowledge and best practices. The 
basic principles of conventional design though, the 
“common sense” approaches and goals that drive and 
inform development, are easily identified however.

Conventional development goals are usually set in 
“economic growth” and “monetary profit” stemming 
from industrial development. These goals often con-
tradict the pursuit of sustainability, (Loots 2007:1) yet 
the majority of the world still follows these develop-
ment practices, simply because they have grown ac-
customed to and comfortable with them.

As implied above, conventional design has a primary 
objective – economics – with social and environmen-
tal factors secondary and subject to these economic 
factors. The “going green” label currently provides 
somewhat of an opportunity for marketing, but this is 
usually only skin deep, and very rarely achieves truly 
valuable levels of sustainability. (Loots 2007:35)

3.2 The Conventional Design Process

Stakeholders on conventional projects usually consist 
of the client, architect and structural, civil and MEP 
engineering consultants and the primary contractor, 
who are usually selected with the primary objective 
and requirements derived from the particular project’s 
objectives and brief in mind.
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Figure 3.1: The Conventional Design Process

During the course of a project, the architect plays a 
pivotal role in the decision making process. These 
decisions are guided by a broad overview of require-
ments defined in the Pre-Design phase (see Figure 
3.1) between the architect and the client. Although 
these objectives are present, they are very rarely 
precise, and therefore are left open to interpretation 
and development by the architect. As a result, the 
architect becomes the principal driver of the project, 
and the project naturally becomes limited to his 
expertise and design ability to a certain degree.

Now that the stage is set with the architect as the 
driver of the project, the coordination process comes 
into the spotlight. After the development of the initial 
concepts in Schematic Design (see Figure 1.3) and 
approval of these by the client, the various specialists 
(stakeholders as discussed above) are approached 
to give their input during Design Development (see 
Figure 1.3). This coordination follows a sequential 
form with the finalised concept passed on to the 
various consultants (working in isolation) to give their 
input. The consultants pass their design decisions 
back to the architect with no or very little interaction 
with other stakeholders in the design team.

Moving on through the design process into Con-
struction Documents (see Figure 1.3), changes 
are made to the design as a result of conflict res-
olution in response to systems clashes between 
consultants, as well as consultants and the 
architect.
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3.3 The Architect’s Role in 
Conventional Design

Through following the conventional design process, it 
becomes clear that an enormous amount of responsi-
bility falls to the architect and the decisions he takes. 
All these decisions are made with a knowledge base 
that consists of experiential knowledge and what 
Loots refers to as the “Architect’s toolbox” (Loots 
2007:46). This toolbox contains four major activities:

The review of historical information – the review 1. 
and adaptation of ideas, typologies, generic 
solutions and design prototypes.
The review of precedents.2. 
Individual creative effort.3. 
Group creative effort.4. 

The architect also uses various methods of develop-
ing his ideas such as free-hand and computer aided 
drawing, physical models, 3d modelling etc. The stage 
that the project is in at any given moment determines 
the appropriateness of the tools used and therefore 
varies in complexity.

tate modern . herzog + de meuron .  london. [Author]
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3.4 The Characteristics of 
Conventional Design

From the above process description, a number 
of clear characteristics begin to emerge that are 
common to most projects following a Conventional 
Design approach:

Team: Fragmented, assembled on “just-as-need-1. 
ed” or “minimum-necessary” basis, strongly hier-
archical, controlled
Process: Linear, distinct, segregated; knowledge 2. 
gathered “just-as-needed”; information hoarded; 
areas of knowledge and expertise
Risk: Individually managed, transferred to the 3. 
greatest extent possible
Compensation/reward: Individually pursued; 4. 
minimum effort for maximum return; (usually) 
first-cost based
Communication/technology: Paper-based, 2 di-5. 
mensional; analog
Agreements: Encourage unilateral effort; allocate 6. 
and transfer risk; no sharing

(AIA 2007:1)

Obviously not every project following a Conven-
tional Design approach will fully correspond to this 
set of characteristics. However, considering that the 
approach is based on competition, and usually places 
economic pursuits ahead of all other considerations, 
the generalisation of these characteristics is justified, 
and are formalised as such in AIA best practices.

The primary objective of Conventional Design together 
with the linear nature of design, and stakeholder in-
volvement “frequently make it difficult to secure a fully 
completed set of detailed contract documents prior 
to starting the project [construction phase]” (Eubanks 

and Copare 2004:22). This failure in completing the 
contract documents prior to the commencement of 
construction creates the possibility of errors in the 
design which could cause serious delays the con-
struction and elevated cost for the involved members 
of the design team and the client.

Due to the late involvement of the contractor only at 
the Tender stage, the possibility of actual building cost 
exceeding the client’s budget is possible. Eubanks and 
Copare state that “this system [Conventional design] 
does not allow for value engineering, constructabil-
ity review, cost reduction advice, or advice regarding 
schedule form constructors during the design phase.” 
(Eubanks and Copare 2004:22). Cost cutting naturally 
occurs if a complete redesign is not the case, and due 
to the primary goals (usually) set in economics, initial 
cost becomes the driver of the project while life cycle 
cost becomes far less important (if ever considered). 

3.5 CDP and the Principles of 
Sustainable Design

Conventional Design product characteristics 
seemingly contradict the fundamental principles of 
sustainability directly in a number of ways, so it might 
prove helpful to interrogate the product against each 
of these principles in turn.

Peter Buchanan’s 10 Shades of Green addresses all 
three the dimensions of sustainability in some detail, 
and so will be used for comparison. Additional in-
formation is drawn from Van der Ryn and Cowan’s 
book “Ecological Design”. (Van der Ryn and Cowan 
1996:26-28). The characteristics of conventional 
design products listed below are not necessarily true 
of all conventionally designed buildings. Instead, they 
represent extremes in all 10 cases. 

High Energy/ Low performance – Relates to design 1. 
that uses high amounts of energy and in doing so 
increases green house gas emissions.
Depletable sources – Relates to the use of non-2. 
renewable energy sources such as fossil and 
nuclear fuels, as well as clumsy building material 
use that results in low toxic, low quality materials 
that contaminate soil, water and air. 
Waste and Pollution – Relates to the abundance 3. 
and commonality of waste generated by buildings, 
the amount of landfill required.
Embodied Energy – Relates to high level of energy 4. 
in building materials used as well as the distances 
transported.
Building life span – Relates to the flexibility and the 5. 
low expected life span of a building which ranges, 
on average, around 40 years.
Project costing – Relates to the usual application 6. 
of economics in the fairly narrow view of initial cost 
and quick return.
Context – Relates to the usual lack of adaptation 7. 
in design all over the world as well as the idea of 
a homogenous global culture which could destroy 
local commons.  
Seclusion and urban context – Relates to the 8. 
reclusive nature of some buildings and their dis-
connection from public transport and amenities 
in the urban context.
Health and unhappiness – Relates to the low 9. 
indoor environmental quality (natural venti-
lation, natural light, toxic materials etc.) of 
buildings as a result of a “designed for ef-
ficiency alone” approach.
Lack of Community and connection – 10. 
Relates to the nature of buildings and 
the greater built environment that 
suppresses our sense con-
nection to each other and 
the natural world.
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3.6 Sustainability Challenges of 
Conventional Design Practice

Creating an architectural concept, developing it into 
technical documentation, and finally translating that 
into a building develops experiential knowledge 
(knowledge gained through experience as opposed 
to a priori knowledge). This includes aspects such 
as ergonomics, knowledge of materials, structural 
concepts and many other factors. Traditionally, this 
knowledge becomes inherent to the Architect to a 
certain degree, allowing him to integrate well-known 
practices with new ideas and form them into a single 
coherent concept, and ultimately a building.

By contrast, sustainability is a relative concept that is 
much more dependant on the specific social, environ-
mental and economic factors of the project context. 
This then implies that the sustainable parameters and 
opportunities for each and every project will differ to 
a substantial degree. Due to this, one can then argue 
that the amount of information is so vast, that making 
this knowledge inherent is difficult at best, if not im-
possible.

Conventional design relies on individual inherent 
knowledge of members of the design team, which 
is usually applied in an isolated manner and only 
combined when the design phase nears an 
end as covered in Chapter 3.2. This, together 
with goals set in “economic growth” and 
“monetary profit” naturally limits the possibil-
ity of achieving high levels of sustainability 

as defined by sustainable design princi-
ples as set in Chapter 2.

Furthermore, with goals set in “economic growth” and 
“monetary profit”, conventional design usually follows 
an approach to building that places focus on the 
building as a final product, as opposed to its life cycle. 
This is a fundamental principle in the design of sus-
tainable architecture which, if not committed to early 
in the design process, has far reaching effects on the 
overall sustainability in terms of building materials, 
long term building flexibility, and overall life cycle 
cost. A final key aspect that this affects is the per-
formance of a building. For example, by focusing on 
initial costs and specifying low levels of insulation and 
low performance glazing, the building becomes a low 
performing building and therefore uses higher levels 
of energy over a longer period of time – over its life 
cycle – energy which is usually based on fossil fuels 
and contributes to the greenhouse effect. This has 
further knock-on affects such as lower IEQ (indoor 
environmental quality) – by using low performance 
glazing, heat gain may become a problem affecting 
IEQ and in turn affecting occupant performance (in 
the case of an office building).
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3.7 Conclusion

The preceding analysis of Conventional Design 
Practice highlights a number of inherent challenges 
that make the achievement of sustainable architecture 
problematic. The discussion briefly detailed the basic 
process of Conventional Design and the responsibili-
ties assumed by various stakeholders in the project, 
highlighting the competitive and often isolating nature 
of the interaction between these stakeholders. A direct 
analysis of Conventional Design within the framework 
of Buchanan’s 10 Shades of Green also highlight 
the high potential for unsustanability inherent in this 
approach.

Of course, CDP is a multi-faceted and highly adaptable 
approach, drawing on the combined experience of 
generations of built-environment professionals, which 
is why it has been so successful for so long. The 
question must be asked though, whether an entirely 
different approach to design would not suit the goals 
of sustainable architectural practice better.

akademie mont cenis . jourda architects .  herne . [Author]
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integrated design practice

chapter 4

Integrated Design is an emerging paradigm within architectural design 
practice that seeks to overcome some of the inherent short-comings of 
Conventional Design through a more collaborative, coordinated approach. 
It has attained a large degree of popularity in a relatively short time, and 
is the only real alternative to more traditional architectural practices. 

Conventional Design Practice was critically investigated in the preceding 
chapter from the point of view of its capacity for the consistent delivery of 
sustainable architecture. This chapter will engage Integrated Design in a 
similar process to determine its suitability as a basis for a new approach 
to sustainability in architecture and the built environment. 

empac . grimshaw . usa .  
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4.1 A Definition of Integrated Design

 “In some ways, integrated design is more like a water 

colour painting than a jigsaw puzzle where there is 

only one solution and all of the pieces fit together in a 

pre-determined way.” (Macaulay 2008:3)

 “…a holistic approach aiming to restore and maintain 

harmony between the natural and built environ-

ments, while creating settlements that affirm human 

dignity and encourage economic equity.” (du Plessis 

2002:6)

Integrated design has been defined in many different 
ways and under many different names such as Whole 
Building Design (USA National Institute of Building 
Sciences), Integrated Project Delivery (American 
Institute Architecture), Integrated Design (Mithun) 
and Integrale Planung (Deilmann Koch Architekten 
Stadtplaner & Dortmund University of Technology). 
However, the theoretical basis for all of them is very 
similar, with only minor differences in definition. 

Integrated design is a collaborative process that can 
achieve high-performance, low-energy, sustainable 
buildings by considering all design variables together. 
Integrated design looks beyond the immediate 
building, to how the building and its systems can 
be integrated with supporting systems, and at how 
materials, systems, and products connect, interact, 
and affect one another. (Peterson 2007:20).

Similarly, holistic design is not a new concept. In 1926 
Jan Christian Smuts, South African Prime minister 
and Philosopher coined the term “Holism” in his book 
“Holism and evolution” (dictionary.oed.com 2009). He 
believed that there are no individual parts in nature, 
only patterns and arrangements that contribute to 
the whole. Similarly, Buckminster Fuller stated that 
“Synergy is the only word in our language that means 
behaviour of whole systems, unpredicted by the sep-
arately observed behaviours of the system’s parts or 
any sub assembly of the system’s parts.” (http://bfi.
org 2009) This concept of “Holism” is what Integrated 
Design attempts to achieve – not only in the product, 
but also in the generation of the product.

This chapter takes the form of a critical investigation 
into the integrated design practice model and the 
theories behind it in a context of achieving sustain-
ability, and as a recent development in the practice of 
architecture. The investigation will take the form of a 
literature review with a 4-part focus of:

Why and how it developed;1. 
Theory of practice;2. 
The applied design process and finally;3. 
Example products in the form of completed 4. 
projects.

The Integrated Project Delivery practice model 
(American Institute Architecture) will form the basis 
of the investigation as it is well defined and has been 
implemented successfully.

4.2 Why and how did Integrated 
Design develop?

Integrated design was developed as a response to 
a need to address several challenges in contem-
porary construction such as low productivity and 
waste, time overruns, quality issues, and conflicts 
during construction among the key stakeholders of 
owner, architect and contractor. (AIA 2007:3)

Kozlowski states that despite the logic in the con-
ventional design process, the complexity of today’s 
buildings and the demands placed on them make 
it increasingly evident that there’s much about 
the process that doesn’t make sense (Kozlowski 
2004:64). This becomes especially evident in the 
pursuit of sustainability goals as elaborated on in 
Chapter 2. Conventional Design, the most widely 
followed linear but fractured process limits the 
potential of the owner’s design intent (sustainability 
aimed and otherwise) by restricting the opportunity 
for owners, architects, engineers and contractors 
to work collaboratively on design and construction 
solutions throughout the project.

The conventional design process has also 
remained quite static in terms of its development 
if compared to sectors such as technology and 
society. Kozlowski interviews several experts 
to support this “We just have to compare the 
costs of consumer products and services 
over the past 25 to 30 years,” a source says. 
“Product and service quality increased 
while the cost of delivering them went 
down. The design and construction 
of buildings, however, went 
in the opposite direction.” 
(Kozlowski 2004:66) 
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Efficiency is what Kozlowski is getting at – the 
conventional design process has not kept up with 
advances in efficiency as most other sectors have. 
Efficiency is one of the core ideas within the design of 
sustainable architecture – from energy efficiency, to 
efficient use of materials, and efficient use of capital 
– monetary or otherwise. 

Kozlowski also states that “It [Conventional Design] is 
more attuned to the replication of a model A or model 
B building than it is to the design of a building that 
meets the specific intent of a given owner, enhances 
the space for occupants, fits into the community and 
reduces the facility’s impact on the environment.” 
(Kozlowski 2004:67) Sustainable architecture aims to 
achieve what Kozlowski states conventional design is 
not attuned to providing, and is one of the reasons In-
tegrated Design has risen into the spotlight as a new 
paradigm in architecture.

Conventional Design practice has failed to address 
the issues raised by Kozlowski. Amongst many 
others, these issues have given rise to Integrated 
Design, and to the later formal definition of Integrated 
Project Delivery (IPD) by the AIA (American Institute 
of Architects). The shortcomings of Conventional 
Design are also closely aligned with the objectives 
sustainable design principles define. (Chapters 2 
and 3)

4.3 Integrated Design Theory of 
practice

4.3.1 Principles of IPD (Integrated  
Project Delivery)

IPD is built on collaboration, which in turn is built on 
trust. (AIA 2007:5) If properly structured, this encour-
ages parties to focus on project outcomes rather than 
individual goals, as opposed to the adverse and an-
tagonistic relationships that plague the construction 
industry today. (AIA 2007:5) The basis of IPD relies 
on a mindset shift in the people that deliver these 
outcomes, and requires the participants to embrace 
the following principles: 

Mutual Respect and Trust – In an integrated 1. 
project, owner, designer, consultants, construc-
tor, subcontractors and suppliers understand 
the value of collaboration and are committed to 
working as a team in the best interests of the 
project. 
Mutual Benefit and Reward – All participants or 2. 
team members benefit from IPD. Because the 
integrated process requires early involvement 
by more parties, IPD compensation structures 
recognize and reward early involvement. Com-
pensation is based on the value added by an or-
ganization and it rewards “what’s best for project” 
behaviour, such as by providing incentives tied to 
achieving project goals. Integrated projects use 
innovative business models to support collabora-
tion and efficiency.
Collaborative Innovation and Decision Making 3. 
– Innovation is stimulated when ideas are freely 
exchanged among all participants. In an integrat-
ed project, ideas are judged on their merits, not 
on the author’s role or status. Key decisions are 
evaluated by the project team and, to the greatest 
practical extent, made unanimously.
Early Involvement of Key Participants – In an 4. 
integrated project, the key participants are 

involved from the earliest practical moment. 
Decision making is improved by the influx of 
knowledge and expertise of all key participants. 
Their combined knowledge and expertise is most 
powerful during the project’s early stages where 
informed decisions have the greatest effect.
Early Goal Definition – Project goals are 5. 
developed early, agreed upon and respected by 
all participants. Insight from each participant is 
valued in a culture that promotes and drives in-
novation and outstanding performance, holding 
project outcomes at the centre within a framework 
of individual participant objectives and values. 
Intensified Planning – The IPD approach recog-6. 
nizes that increased effort in planning results in 
increased efficiency and savings during execution. 
Thus the thrust of the integrated approach is not to 
reduce design effort, but rather to greatly improve 
the design results, streamlining and shortening 
the much more expensive construction effort.
Open Communication – IPD’s focus on team per-7. 
formance is based on open, direct, and honest 
communication among all participants. Re-
sponsibilities are clearly defined in a no-blame 
culture leading to identification and resolution of 
problems, not determination of liability. Disputes 
are recognized as they occur and promptly 
resolved.
Appropriate Technology – Integrated projects 8. 
often rely on cutting edge technologies. Tech-
nologies are specified at project initiation to 
maximize functionality, generality and interoper-
ability. Open and interoperable data exchanges 
based on disciplined and transparent data struc-
tures are essential to support IPD. Because open 
standards best enable communications among 
all participants, technology that is compliant with 
open standards is used whenever available.
Organization and Leadership – The project 9. 
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team is an organization in its own right and all 
team members are committed to the project 
team’s goals and values. Leadership is taken by 
the team member most capable with regard to 
specific work and services. Often, design profes-
sionals and contractors lead in areas of their tra-
ditional competence with support from the entire 
team, however specific roles are necessarily de-
termined on a project-by-project basis. Roles are 
clearly defined, without creating artificial barriers 
that chill open communication and risk taking.

(AIA 2007:5-6)

As mentioned in Chapter 3.6, inherent knowledge of 
design professionals and knowledge bases that are 
used in the decision making process are especially 
important in the design of sustainable architecture. 
IPD principles encourage the design team to work 
as a whole, and in doing so break down the barriers 
that stand between built environment professionals 
in this day and age. Koslowski states: “The largest 
hurdle has more to do with people than technology 
or design. Because of the high level of communica-
tion and the necessity of working together closely, 
everyone, from the owner down to contractors and 
building staff, has to want to work out issues and 
compromise… enthusiasm for the process is at least 
as important as experience.” (Kozlowski 2004:66) By 
doing this, knowledge bases are naturally expanded 
and the project benefits from wider and more diverse 
input from all members of the design team, which 
improves sustainability outcomes.

4.3.2 The Integrated design team

Conventional design practice leads to separate areas 
of responsibility that, in practice, yield inefficiencies 

whenever a hand-off occurs between professionals. 
(AIA 2007:7) Projects also suffer because participant 
and project success are not related – individual pro-
fessionals usually only look out for their own interests 
as opposed to the project interests. “…the tradition-
al un-integrated design process is one that creates 
pressures (and even incentives) for participants to 
act essentially in isolation, working independently 
on the parts of the project they can control.” (Lewis 
2004:22)

IPD however, requires close cooperation among pro-
fessionals as well as the alignment of project success 
to participant success. This naturally benefits the 
project and the professionals involved because a 
better product is delivered. Basically the strategy is 
to realign participant’s roles, underlying motivations, 
and sequences of activities on a project to utilize each 
participant’s best talents and abilities at the most ben-
eficial moment.

The design team consists of primary and supporting 
participants. Primary participants are members of the 
team that have substantial involvement and responsi-
bilities throughout the project. (AIA 2007:8) In Conven-
tional Design practice for example, the owner, architect 
and the contractor are the primary participants. In 
the IPD model however, primary participants may be 
defined more broadly, through the contractual relation-
ship for example. Supporting participants form a vital 
role in the process but perform more distinct functions 
in the design team. (AIA 2007:8) In Conventional design 
practice, the supporting participants are made up of the 
primary design consultants and subcontractors whereas 
in IPD the secondary participants enter into a contract 
with either one of the primary participants. Therefore 
the supporting participants agree to be bound by the 
collaborative methods and processes governing the re-
lationship among the primary participants.

This difference between primary and supporting 
participants of the integrated project is something 
that will vary from project to project depending on 
the nature, goals and objectives of the project. This 
makes it a very flexible and robust design method 
that can be used in numerous scenarios. With sus-
tainability goals in mind for example, the primary par-
ticipants in the design of an office block development 
will be very different from the primary participants in 
the design of a power-plant. The architect, contrac-
tor, owner, and possibly a sustainability consultant 
will form the primary participants in the case of an 
office block, depending on the initial goals set and 
the nature of the project, where the power-plant will 
possibly contain a primary team of engineers, owner, 
and contractor. 

4.3.3 Decision making and 
communication

Decision-making abilities and responsibilities do not 
lie with a single design team member in isolation. 
Decisions are made by a defined decision making 
body – usually the primary design team participants 
– but this has little effect on the overriding principle 
that all decisions are made with the best interest of 
the project in mind. (AIA 2007:9)

The distinction between primary and support-
ing participants in the design team becomes 
apparent in decision-making. The primary 
participants are always part of the decision 
making body where supporting participants 
will serve as advisors to the primary par-
ticipants on topics that correspond 
to their fields of expertise. (AIA 
2007:9) Decisions that affect 
sustainability for example, 
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may, in some cases, rely heavily on supporting par-
ticipants if the primary decision making body does not 
contain sustainability experts or other design team 
members with extensive sustainability knowledge.

The problem with this concept of the decision-mak-
ing body lies with the frequency of meetings and 
the ability to make timely and consistent decisions. 
Therefore it is imperative that the primary design 
team participants meet as frequently as possible in 
order to maximise their ability to adapt to project cir-
cumstances. This approach requires a degree of flex-
ibility as well in order to address unforeseen critical 
problems in a timely manner through emergency 
meetings. Possibly, the project would benefit form an 
initiative to locate the primary participants in a single 
location providing it is a medium to large-scale project 
that will use the participant’s time effectively.

Because of the collaborative nature of the process 
and the idea of mutual respect and trust, communi-
cation forms a very important part of IPD as defined 
in Chapter 2.2.1. In order to facilitate the process a 
good atmosphere together with adequate mecha-
nisms to share information among team members are 
essential. This ranges from traditional verbal com-
munication to traditional electronic communication 
(email etc) to electronic communication in the form 
of building and design information. This concept 
will be expanded and explained in the following 
section Building Information Modelling

4.3.4 Building Information Modelling 
(BIM)

BIM is a process of digital 3 di-
mensional modelling with 

concurrent linkages to a 

database of project information. This database may 
include information such as, among other things, 
material costs and quantities, fabrication information, 
erection instructions, project management logistics 
etc. (AIA 2007:10) Therefore, a BIM model can be 
seen as a 4 dimensional model as opposed to the 
traditional 3 dimensional models used for visualisa-
tion purposes. 

One factor that must be understood is that BIM is not 
a Design process but only a tool that can be used 
within various processes. However, in order to make 
Integrated Project delivery function at its peak, BIM 
is vitally important because of the time constraints 
involved in the effective communication between par-
ticipants in the design team as well as the intensi-
fied planning principle that means that much higher 
volumes of information is generated.

Yoders states that “…building information modelling, 
allows all members of the Building Team to visualize 
the many components of a project and how they work 
together. BIM and other 3D tools convey the idea and 
intent of the designer to the entire Building Team and 
lay the groundwork for integrated project delivery.” 
(Yoders 2008:30) BIM provides unparalleled building 
and design information communication, which 
once again comes back to the idea of sustainability 
knowledge bases and their incorporation into archi-
tectural practice. This idea is primarily supported by 
the ability of the design team to communicate design 
intent effectively and then the added benefit of being 
able to test and illustrate the design decision through 
the use of this technology. 

The key to making this technology work and ultimate-
ly enabling integrated design practice to function at its 
peak relies heavily on a few factors. An understand-
ing of how the model will be developed, accessed, 

and used, and how information will be exchanged 
between participants is required. Without this level 
of understanding and a certain level of control, the 
model may be used in the incorrect manner or for 
the incorrect purpose and the project may suffer as 
a result. 

4.3.5 Compensation

With the idea of collaboration and integration in mind, 
conventional design practice suffers because indi-
vidual participant’s success is not necessarily tied to 
the project’s success. (AIA 2007:11) Human nature 
usually drives participants to work harder to preserve 
their own financial success, which can sometimes 
result in actions that can be detrimental to the project, 
other members or both. IPD uses, as discussed in 
Chapter 4.3.2, an integrated team with realigned 
roles, underlying motivations, and sequence of activi-
ties together with a contractual relationship as tools 
to align the individual’s success to that of the project 
and in doing so creating better opportunities for both 
the individual participants and the project.

4.3.6 Roles, Responsibilities and 
scope of services

As mentioned in Chapter 4.3.2, Conventional design 
practice leads to design team participants focussing 
on their separate areas of responsibility. IPD attempts 
to break down these barriers and the problems they 
create by having all primary participants focus on 
achieving shared project goals. However, this does 
not mean that design team members do not have 
separate work scopes for what they are primarily re-
sponsible. Primarily, designers remain responsible 
for design services and contractors remain responsi-
ble for construction services. (AIA 2007:13)
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Design team members’ roles are viewed on a func-
tional basis. Tasks are assigned on a “best person 
for task” basis, even if that differs from conventional 
roles. (AIA 2007:13) For example, in the achievement 
of sustainability goals, reducing envelope loads has a 
substantial impact on energy use. A design element 
such as reducing solar loads is a key aspect in this, 
but requires attention to be given to multiple issues 
with the help of other team members. Some of these 
issues include building orientation, (requires par-
ticipation of architects, owners, energy consultants) 
shading, (requires participation architects) glass 
selection and glass area/location, (requires par-
ticipation architects, owners, mechanical designers, 
energy consultants) passive solar gains via increas-
ing building mass (requires participation architects, 
owners, mechanical designers, energy consultants). 
(Peterson 2007:20).

In general allocation of roles and responsibilities will 
differ to fair degree on a project-by-project basis but 
the general impact on the design team will remain the 
same. General impacts on design team members are 
covered briefly below: 

Impact on designers: “IPD relies heavily on an 
extensive and thorough design process that incorpo-
rates input and involvement of other team members, 
including contractors, during the design phase.” (AIA 
2007:14) Therefore, the design process takes on 
added importance as other team members come to 
understand how the integrated project will work and 
how it will be completed. 

Integrated projects allow for more extensive effort 
related to identifying and resolving potential design 
conflicts that traditionally may not be discovered until 
construction. As a result, designers are required to 
perform certain services at an earlier stage that 

would traditionally be performed later in the project. 
This advancement of services potentially increases 
the volume of services provided in the design phase. 
(AIA 2007:14)

From a sustainability perspective these impacts mean 
that more clarity will be gained on how the building will 
actually function when completed and therefore will 
inform further design decisions to a higher degree. 

Impact on contractors: “The nature of the contractors’ 
scope of services is primarily affected in IPD by their 
early involvement on the project and their participation 
within the integrated team. Specifically, the contrac-
tor’s role increases in a significant way during early 
stages of design, in which contractors now provide 
strategic services such as schedule production, cost 
estimating, phasing, systems evaluation, constructa-
bility reviews, and early purchasing programs. While 
contractors may provide these services in traditional 
projects, the timing of these services is advanced.” 
(AIA 2007:14)

Contractors are brought in during early project phases 
to provide expertise and fully participate in the design 
of the project. The result is a greater role in com-
menting on and influencing design innovation. This 
increased role during design requires the contractor 
to provide, on a continuing basis, estimating services 
and/or target value design services during the design 
phase. (AIA 2007:14)

Contractors are able to comment on the design 
decisions and suggest materials that are more cost 
effective, locally available and durable as well as 
assist in selection of faster and more cost effective 
construction techniques. This participation makes 
decisions making for the design team much easier 
when sustainability targets need to be met.   

Impact on the owner: “In IPD, the Owner takes on a 
substantially greater and more active role in evaluat-
ing and influencing design options. Additionally, the 
Owner is required to participate in establishing project 
metrics [specific, detailed, quantifiable deliverables] at 
an earlier stage than is typical in a traditional project. 
In light of the fluid operation IPD requires, the Owner 
will also be called on more often to assist in resolving 
issues that arise on the project. As member of the 
decision making body, the owner will be involved on 
more project-related specifics and be required to act 
quickly in this regard to allow the project to continue 
efficiently.” (AIA 2007:14)

Through providing more detailed goals and quantifi-
able targets at an earlier stage of the project means 
that sustainability targets can be incorporated in the 
design concept. Therefore, achieving these targets 
becomes a much more natural process as opposed 
to trying to impose new requirements on a concept 
that has already been developed to a high level of 
detail.

4.3.7 Defining and measuring project 
outcomes

Within the Integrated Design practice model, the 
risk of failing to meet expectations remains. IPD 
includes quantitive and qualitative project values 
and reporting intervals in order to set goals and 
monitor the progress of a project. 

In the following sub-sections these quanti-
tive and qualitative values are discussed 
under the respective categories of 
Goals and Standards, Project 
Cost, Project Schedule, 
Project Quality, Opera-
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tional Performance and Sustainability. 

Goals and Standards – Goal setting, program 1. 
definition and what it needs to achieve remains 
with the owner although the design team may 
council and advise. However, the standards used 
to judge the level of project success and compen-
sation is jointly agreed upon. (AIA 2007:15)
Project Cost – Project cost is an important quanti-2. 
tive value that is established at project inception 
and tracked through the life of the project with 
agreed upon emphasis on the life cycle and 
sustainability components. This includes cost 
of actual work, non-incentive based compensa-
tion (fees) and appropriate contingencies. (AIA 
2007:16)The potential for a direct connection 
between the design and the building quantities 
through the use of BIM is a powerful tool in the 
management of project cost.
Project schedule – One of the main benefits of 3. 
IPD comes into play in the project schedule. Due 
to the extensive planning in the initial stage of the 
project, there is a substantial reduction in con-
struction time. (AIA 2007:16)
Project quality – New technology available to the 4. 
design team including BIM and building simula-
tion software provides the unique opportunity to 
reduce errors within design documents before 
the construction period as well as the actual per-
formance of the building. (AIA 2007:17)

Operational performance – Performance 5. 
criteria for the major systems in the building is 
defined early in the design and refined as the 
process proceeds. (AIA 2007:17)

Sustainability – Quantitative values 6. 
can be set for life cycle goals for 

the whole project and energy 
efficiency levels can be 

defined. Assessment 

tool criteria can be incorporated together with 
other goals such as Challenge 2030 (see www.
architecture2030.org). These can all be broken 
down into incremental steps to be monitored 
throughout the design process.

4.4 The applied Integrated design 
process

IPD exhibits fundamental differences from Conven-
tional design models primarily in two areas: team 
assembly, and project phasing and execution. This 
section will explore both these areas below. (AIA 
2007:20)

4.4.1 Integrated design team

IPD relies heavily on the assembly of a team that is 
committed to collaborative processes and is capable 
of working together effectively. 

Participant roles that are most important for the project 
must be identified at the earliest possible moment in 
order to make an already difficult member selection 
process as smooth and easy as possible.

Members must be pre-qualified to suit the specific 
participant roles and the broad aims and objectives 
of the project. (AIA 2007:20) For example, if the client 
has sustainability objectives in mind then the team 
members must be selected with that in mind. Members 
must not necessarily have extensive expertise in the 
field, they must, however be committed to the objec-
tives.

Further involvement of third parties such as local 
authority officials, insurers, utility companies etc. 

must be considered at this early stage. (AIA 2007:20) 
This will ensure relevant input from these stakehold-
ers at an early stage in order to avoid costly changes 
later in the project design.

The definition of the values, goals, interests and ob-
jectives of the participating stakeholders in a mutually 
understandable way is essential. (AIA 2007:20) The 
importance of this action is very high because in order 
for all the stakeholders in the project to truly commit 
to the objectives, they need to understand these ob-
jectives. Only if members understand what the intent 
is, can they assist in providing solutions. This may 
seem very obvious, but it is nonetheless extremely 
important.

Dependant on the project, and the participants’ needs 
and constraints is the formal structure of the relation-
ship between participants. This should not be bound to 
structures in conventional design practice but should 
be adapted to the project. Different participants may 
take different roles depending on the nature of the 
project and the formal relationship needs to reflect 
that.

4.4.2 Project Phasing and Execution

The project flow of IPD differs significantly form the 
conventional design practice model. Conceptually, 
IPD attempts to move all design decisions as far to 
the beginning of the process as possible to where 
they are more effective and less costly. (AIA 2007:21) 
This means that the typical project phases are re-
thought in order to make room for the added intensity 
implied above in the initial phases of the project. 
Figure 4.1 shows the logic behind this decision of 
design decision shift.

Two key concepts drive the redefinition of the project 
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phases: (a) the integration of early input form key 
contractors, installers, fabricators and suppliers as 
well as from designers and (b) the ability to accu-
rately model and simulate the project through the use 
of BIM and building simulation tools. (AIA 2007:22) 
This allows the project to be taken to a much higher 
level of completion before the technical documenta-
tion phase is started. From a sustainability perspec-
tive this makes it possible to determine with a much 
higher level of accuracy what the actual building 
performance will be and in doing so specify building 
systems to a higher degree of precision. The shifting 
of design decisions does mean that the first phases 
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become more intensive than their conventional coun-
terparts as shown in Figure 4.1.

This increased level of effort in the initial stages mean 
that the next phase – implementation documents 
requires less effort than in its conventional counter-
part. Over and above this, the involvement of local 
authorities, contractors and fabricators allow the 5th 
and 6th phases of Agency and Tender to be shortened 
dramatically. The result is a project that is resolved 
and coordinated to a much higher degree, which 
allows for a more efficient construction phase and 
therefore a potentially shorter construction period.

The following will describe the IPD design process in 
detail in order to illustrate and understand the applica-
tion of such a process in relation to the conventional 
design process with sustainability in mind.

In general, as described above, IPD results in greater 
intensity with greater design team involvement during 
the earlier phases of design. In IPD the design flows 
from the determination of project goals, to what will 
be built, to how it will be realised. Figure 4.2 shows 
this flow in relation to Conventional Design (CD) for 
clarity.
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4.4.2.1 Conceptualisation.

Conceptualisation begins to determine WHAT is to be 
built, WHO will build it and HOW it will be built.

All the stakeholders are involved in the definition of 
objectives with focus on the principles of building 
performance together with the programming of the 
building. Key technologies such as Building Informa-
tion Modelling (BIM) are chosen and key parameters 
are captured. The cost structure is also developed in 
greater detail than in Conventional Design practice 
and a preliminary project schedule is developed and 
linked to the developing BIM model.
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4.4.2.2 Criteria design

The project begins to take shape, with major options 
being evaluated, tested and selected.

The Criteria design phase takes on a much more 
intensive form than its counterpart in Conventional 
Design practice. Different options are evaluated 
through a process of prototyping with the help of 
various design tools of which building simulation is 
paramount. This “what if” approach allows the design 
team to make decisions on a “most favourable for 
project” basis. Due to the higher level of intensity 
up to and during this phase, it is possible to fix the 
scope and price with client satisfaction, which allows 
the design team to evolve and optimise the design. 
The project schedule can also be developed and is 
better informed due to the collaborative design team 
process. Furthermore, inadequate building perform-
ance is recognised earlier, and can as a result be 
attended to more efficiently.

The following aspects of the project are finalised by 
the end of this stage: 

1.  The scope
2.  Form, adjacencies and spatial relationships
3.  Selection and initial design of major building 
      systems (structure, skin, HVAC, etc.) 
4.  Cost estimate (at appropriate precision) 
5.  Schedule (at appropriate precision)

(AIA 2007:25)
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4.4.2.3 Detailed design

Detailed design concludes the WHAT phase of the 
project.

Key design decisions are finalised and at the end 
of this stage, the design is fully and definitively 
defined, coordinated and validated. (AIA 2007:26) 
In IPD, this phase is longer than in Conventional 
Design practice because it deals with the project in 
more detail, and resolves it to a further degree. All 
major building systems are defined and all building 
elements finalised and fully engineered. Subcontrac-
tor and vendor insight is integrated into the design 
and used in coordination and conflict resolution, while 
specifications are developed on systems prescribed 
and agreed upon much earlier in the process.
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4.4.2.5 Implementation 
Documentation

A fundamental shift from WHAT is being created to 
HOW it will be implemented occurs during the Imple-
mentation Documentation phase. 

At the beginning of this phase, the entire building 
system is defined and coordinated and therefore, 
the construction documentation term is significantly 
shortened. What should be understood is that this 
phase is meant to clarify how the design will be im-
plemented, not to change it. Prefabrication of com-
ponents is made possible due to Building Informa-
tion Modelling and the fixed nature of the project at 
this stage. A construction “rehearsal” also becomes 
possible through the use of BIM, ensuring smooth 
implementation. This also means that costs can be 
finalised as all component cost can be demonstrated 
through the building model. 
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4.4.2.6 Agency Coordination

The Agency or building approval phase under current 
practice requires traditional deliverables, but due to 
the process followed involvement of authorities and 
participation in the process is made possible from a 
very early stage.

4.4.2.7 Tender

The IPD concept has early involvement from key 
subcontractors and vendors, which occur long before 
the Tender phase, and this cannot realistically occur 
unless they have some degree of assurance that 
they will be employed for the project. With this under-
standing, many time and cost saving strategies are 
possible such as early procurement of long lead time 
items, custom or prefabricated items and tendering is 
minimised to parties not included in the design team 
etc.
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4.4.3.8 Construction

Traditionally, Architects have considered the Con-
struction phase as the final phase of design where 
issues are addressed to actual real life problems. (AIA 
2007:30) Due to IPD, however, this final design stage 
is completed during the Design Development and 
Implementation Documentation phases. Therefore 
the construction phase will primarily have an admin-
istration, cost and quality control function due to the 
higher intensity of the initial phases.
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4.4.3.9 Closeout

This phase sees the project come to a completed 
stage and a complete building model is provided 
to the client reflecting the “as built” building. Condi-
tions will be provided to the owner for long-term use 
and management, maintenance and operation. The 
provided BIM model can be used for: (AIA 2007: 31)

Integration of building monitoring, control and 1. 
security systems
Comparing actual performance of building and 2. 
systems to planned performance 
Referencing of warranty, operation and mainte-3. 
nance information

Additionally, for sustainability concerns, when 
handover occurs and the project goes into the Oc-
cupation phase, post occupancy surveys can be 
conducted to determine user satisfaction together 
with actual measured performance of the building in 
order to identify weak areas that require attention. 
Through this process, rectifying measures can be 
proposed and results can be compared to estimated 
and simulated performance for learning purposes – 
what didn’t work and why didn’t it work. 
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4.5. Example products

By looking across international waters at countries 
such as Germany, the United Kingdom and the United 
States, where these processes (Integrated design) 
are used and have been used for a number of years 
in some firms, numerous buildings of high levels of 
sustainability have been realised. 

4.5.1 Gebhard Mueller School, 
Biberach, Germany. 

“Integrale Planung” (Deilmann Koch Architekten 
Stadtplaner & Dortmund University of Technology) is 
the German term similar to “Integrated Design” used 

Figure 4.10: Gebhard Mueller School, Site Plan Figure 4.11: Gebhard Mueller School, Front Elevation day and night view

by various design firms in Germany and is the reason 
for the high standard of sustainable design being 
achieved there. (Deilmann Koch Architekten Stadt-
planer & Dortmund University of Technology)

The Gebhard Mueller School in Biberach, Germany 
for example, would not have been possible if not 
for the commitment of the design team to work in a 
participatory way. This building has won numerous 
awards for its design quality, environmental, social 
and economic performance. Had a traditional, se-
quential process been followed and members worked 
in isolation, this project would not have been such a 
success, as confirmed by the Architect, Wolff Stottele 
of Elwert &Stottele. (Stottele 2009)

The School building, which is the home of the business 

school in the Biberach District Vocational School 
Centre, was designed as a low-energy building, and 
to provide an excellent high comfort educational envi-
ronment for around 1650 students and approximately 
100 teachers. The ambitious design of the new school 
building proved itself during the first three years of 
operation. (Elwert & Stottele 2008) 

The educational concept of the Gebhard-Mueller-
School demanded open studying centres which com-
plement the actual class rooms. In those, so called 
studying oases, students can prepare and perform 
follow-up course work for their classes in a communi-
cative environment. Besides this conceptual require-
ment, the building’s energy efficiency, demanded 
by the client, was the driving mechanism for the 
project. The structure of the building was designed 
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explicitly in accordance with the technical require-
ments. For example, the hallway was designed as 
the backbone for the technical infrastructure. Five 
shafts feed into the horizontal distribution and instal-
lation within the suspended ceilings. The core of the 
technical concept is centrally located in a mechanical 
penthouse on the roof of the building. All class rooms 
consist of technical room modules (Figure 4.13) of 
4 m width, where each module allows for complete 
and individual supply with light, ventilation, cooling, 
heating, shading devices, and data systems. Further-
more, the modules allow a flexible adjustment of the 
room layout through modular partition walls between 
rooms. Due to the additional investments for me-
chanical ventilation of the class rooms, the building 
achieves a significantly enhanced quality and comfort 
through permanent higher indoor air quality and ac-

Figure 4.12: Gebhard Mueller School, Atrium Figure 4.13: Gebhard Mueller School, Technical room Module

ceptable room temperatures throughout the entire 
year. (Elwert & Stottele 2008)

The new Gebhard-Mueller-School shows how 
““Integrale Planung” (Integrated Design) and the  
 cooperation between client, designers, as  
  well as academic research can help  
  to achieve ambitious goals. (Elwert  
  & Stottele 2008)
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4.5.2 The Waltham, office of 
Autodesk, Inc. Boston.

Agreeing to no litigation, profit pooling, and shared 
risk on all aspects of the job was a brave new world 
for the contractor, architect, and owner. Every decision 
was made by representatives of all three entities. The 
team was awarded profit based on their ability to meet 
shared success criteria – everyone wins or no one 
wins. The shared success criteria included design 
aesthetic, materials selection, budget, schedule, sus-
tainability (LEED CI-Platinum) and execution quality 
– an independent judge was selected to determine 
if the team met the shared success criteria. Tocci 
and KlingStubbins (Contractors) were also at risk 
on their profit-sharing if they failed to meet various 
deadlines. (Yoders 2009:26)

Figure 4.14: The Waltham, Front Elevation Figure 4.15: The Waltham, Interior

Representatives from the MEP subcontractor JC 
Cannistraro, were in the project office, as well as 
other team members. By the third week of design, 
MEP coordination calls were being held at least 
once a week. These meetings gave subcontractors 
input that enabled them to provide better informa-
tion directly to the design team. Due to paramet-
ric 3D modelling (BIM), the team was able to plan 
more of the building in the model and not in the 
field. The high level of communication required 
changes in business as usual from everyone. 
(Yoders 2009:26)

“Part of the reason we were able to deliver the space 

was having extra access to the design team,” said 

Jack Short, director of project development at Tocci. 

(Yoders 2009:26) “Subcontractors would have the 

flexibility to ask a question of Sarah [Prime designer 

– Architect] on a detail they were working on rather 

than making an RFI [Request for Information] and 

waiting a day to hear back.” (Yoders 2009:26)
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4.6 Conclusion

In the preceding discussion it becomes clear that in-
tegrated design represents a return to the “Master 
Builder” concept where the entire building team 
including the owner, architect, general contractor, 
building engineers, fabricators, and subcontractors 
work collaboratively throughout the construction 
process, unlike Design-Build (which is what Integrat-
ed design is regularly mistaken for) which places the 
Contractor in the leading role on a building project.

It can be noted that the two primary elements is the 
collaborative processes of the design team and the 
early, detailed and exact definition of project objec-
tives in terms of sustainable principles and program-
ming. 

The Theoretical basis of IPD together with the 
applied design process sets a good foundation for 
the implementation of sustainability goals through 
the increased communication structures as well as 
collaborative innovation and decision making. This 
creates a naturally broad knowledge base to draw 
from in the achievement of economic, social and en-
vironmental goals.
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Chapter 5 - Design Methodology

design methodology

chapter 5

Over the past four chapters, the need for a new, sustainable approach 
in architecture has been investigated. In Chapter One, an investigation 
into the current state of the world illustrated clearly the desperate need 
for a change in mankind’s attitudes towards the natural world and one 
another, a more sustainable, symbiotic relationship that no longer regards 
the earth as simply a resource to be exploited. These ideas were explored 
in greater detail in Chapter 2, recasting the question of sustainability from 
the perspective of architecture and the built environment. Doing so allowed 
an objective, critical analysis of traditional architectural approaches 
from the point of view of sustainability in Chapter 3, identifying where 
these approaches were lacking or problematic. An emerging paradigm 
in architecture, Integrated Design Practice, was similarly interrogated in 
Chapter 4 and found to be much more applicable as a means of ensuring 
the consistent realization of sustainable architecture, at least in theory. 

These conclusions will be put to the test over the next four chapters in 
a practical, design-based research project structured to mimic a real 
project design as closely as possible. With reference to the objective 
of this thesis, of identifying a design model that will allow architectural 
design practice to ensure consistent realization of sustainable 
architecture, Integrated Design will be used in the design 
investigation to investigate, understand and substantiate how 
sustainable design principles and challenges impact and 
transform conventional architectural practice models. 

gwanggyo power centre . south korea .  
[mvrdv]
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5.1 Research through design

Generally speaking, designers are more interested 
in “creating effect” than writing about what they do 
and their thought processes. (Stappers 2007:84) 
Designers realise products. In the course of this reali-
sation, the designer absorbs knowledge from various 
diverse sources which he then confronts, interrogates 
and contextualises. Throughout this process many 
decisions are made that may be of value to others 
because the designer’s theories are put to the test, 
producing insight. If these insights are to assist in 
future understanding and growth, they need to be 
recycled back into the collectively shared knowledge 
base.

Figure 5.1 shows the “research through design” 
approach. The spiral arrow shows the iterative 

Figure 5.1: Research Through Design

method of generative and evaluative cycles in design/
research. The vertical arrow shows the “product” 
which may be either a prototype or theory – in this 
case the design product and process. The sheets at 
the bottom indicate the varied inputs form different dis-
ciplines at the beginning of a project. The sheets with 
arrows indicate that during the process, the project 
draws in new knowledge from adjacent sources and 
may similarly return insights to those disciplines. 
(Stappers 2007:84)

This method of “research through design” or “emergent 
learning” will be used in the design of a project 
using the Integrated Design process in order both to 
generate design decisions and to record decisions 
taken. The record will be kept in the form of a Journal 
in a simple “purpose, method, findings/decision” form 
to demonstrate the thought process behind the in-
terrogation of the design process, and the changes 
made to it as a result of the interrogation. The journal 
will, when finished, show a complete thought process, 
recording findings determined throughout the design 
of the project. This record will serve the purpose of 
providing a basis to analyse the project at completion 
in order to give further insight to an Integrated Sus-
tainable Design practice model and theory.

5.2 The virtual case study 

The most efficient way to interrogate and substanti-
ate how well or how poorly a specific design model 
performs, is by assessing the product it produces 
with reference to the steps followed. For this reason 
the investigation will take the form of a virtual case 
study, recording and assessing the Integrated Design 
process as it is applied in order to design a sustain-
able building. 

5.3 Journal – why, what and how

The record will take on a form derived from the 
“Research by Engineers Notebook” method. Kanare 
states “…it contains a permanent written record of 
a researcher’s mental and physical activities from 
experiment and observation, to the ultimate under-
standing of physical phenomena. The act of writing 

Relevant Sust. Design Priciples

Figure 5.2: Journal Structure
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in the notebook causes the scientist [researcher] to 
stop and think about what is being done in the labora-
tory…” (Kanare 1985:1) This method is used in the 
scientific community for research purposes, but with 
slight changes it may be adapted to suit the aims of 
the design investigation. 

As mentioned, the steps of recording major design 
decisions will be made in a “purpose, method and 
findings/decision” form as shown in Figure 5.2. 
Purpose will refer to the principles and goals set for 
the project. Method will have connections to the tools 
used and sources consulted. Findings/decision will 
briefly record the final decision taken and the reasons 
behind this decision. This procedure is followed with 
the aim of forming a basis for the analysis of the 
process followed and the final product arrived at, with 
the goal of drawing informed conclusions towards an 
Integrated Sustainable Design practice model and 
theory.

5.4 Design tools/ knowledge sources

The investigation will require a number of knowledge 
sources (design tools). The tools that will form the 
basis of the investigation will include the use of 
the journal for record and reflectance, consulta-
tion with external consultants for goal setting and 
design evaluation and finally the use of Building 
performance simulation software to verify 
design decisions. Various other design tools 
such as sustainability assessment tools, 
literature, post occupancy surveys and 

actual measured performance data in 
the form of case studies etc. will 

also be used in a secondary 
capacity. 

5.4.1 Design Charette

A Design Charette is a collaborative design event 
that lasts a minimum of 4-days, and can last for much 
longer periods – even months at a time. The goal 
of the charrette is to produce a feasible design with 
minimal rework that benefits from the support of all 
design team members and Interested and Affected 
Parties (IAP’s) through its implementation. This 
support is facilitated by the ability of the charrette to 
transform the mindsets of all the stakeholders. (www.
charretteinstitute.org: 2009)

A multidisciplinary charrette team, consisting of con-
sultants, contractors and the client, produces the 
design. Interested and Affected Parties (IAP’s) – 
those being anyone who can approve, promote or 
block the project as well as anyone directly affected 
by the outcomes and involved in the design – are 
involved through a series of short feedback loops or 
meetings. Most IAP’s attend two or three feedback 
meetings at critical decision-making points during the 
charrette. Note that IAP’s are not at the charrette all 
the time. These feedback loops provide the charrette 
or design team with the information necessary to 
create a feasible design. Just as importantly, they 
allow the IAP’s to become co-authors of the plan so 
that they are more likely to support and implement it. 
(www.charretteinstitute.org: 2009)

A major reason the charrette needs to last at least 
4-days is to accommodate 3 feedback loops, the 
optimal number for gaining stakeholder understand-
ing and support. (www.charretteinstitute.org: 2009)

Charrettes takes place in a charrette studio situated 
on or near the project site. The charrette team first 
conducts an open public meeting to solicit the values, 
vision, and needs of the IAP’s. The team then breaks 

off to create alternative designs or scenarios, which 
are presented in a second public meeting usually a 
day or two later. The team then synthesizes the best 
aspects of the alternatives into a preferred design that 
is developed in detail and tested for economic, design 
and political feasibility. The charrette concludes with 
a comprehensive presentation at a final meeting. 
(www.charretteinstitute.org: 2009)

After the charrette, the project enters into a design Im-
plementation Phase. During this phase the charrette 
team tests and refines the charrette design. Com-
munication with IAP’s also continue through e-mail, 
websites, blogs, and possibly social media. During a 
follow-up meeting, held no later than 6-weeks after 
the charrette, the refined plan is presented for another 
feedback session(s). The results and process of all 3 
charrette system phases are summarized in a final 
project report ready for agency approvals. (www.
charretteinstitute.org: 2009)

5.4.2 Consultation and the Design 
Charette

The consultation element, which will form an important 
part of the investigation, will be set up with profession-
als from the practicing and academic sphere i.e. full 
time practicing professionals and academic profes-
sional on the campus of the University of the Witwa-
tersrand. The consultation element will take the form 
of multiple design charettes. Kozlowski describes 
a design charette as follows: “The term “charette” 
evolved from a pre-1900 exercise at the Ecole des 
Beaux Arts in France. Architectural students were 
given a design problem to solve within an allotted 
time. When that time was up, the students would 
rush their drawings from the studio to the Ecole in a 
cart called a charette. Students often jumped into the 
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cart to finish drawings on the way. The term evolved 
to refer to the intense design exercise itself and has 
expanded to mean wide-open meetings concerning 
every aspect of a building’s design and construction.” 
(Kozlowski 2004:68) These intense design sessions 
will form a core part of the design process in order 
to get interdisciplinary input in the most efficient way 
possible.

A secondary tool that will be used to support the con-
sultation element of the design is an Online Blog. A 
Blog is an online writing and publishing format that 
allows the author to post regular updates, as in the 
case of a journal, for example, to which readers may 
reply with comments of their own. This allows a con-
versation to develop between the author and his or her 
readers around the topic of the original post, making 
it especially good for social interaction. Blogs may 
also have multiple authors, making this an excellent 
format for collaborative projects. The Blog will serve 
as a platform of communication for comment and dis-
cussion on design decisions taken. 

This will ensure and encourage free communication 
between all parties involved to simulate integrated 
design practice to the furthest extent possible with the 
limitations this form of academic study presents. The 
critical stages for the consultant involvement will be at 
the project briefing and goal setting phase as well as 
the conceptual design phase in order to embed sus-
tainable design goals and principals in the design.

5.4.3 Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) and Simulation tools

For all of their history, design and construction of 
building have relied on drawings for representing the 
work to be done. They were defined as contracts - legal 

documents, were assessed by building codes, and 
used to manage the facility afterward. But there are 
two strategic limitations of drawings: (1) they require 
multiple views to depict a 3D object in adequate detail 
for construction, making them highly redundant and 
thus open to errors; (2) they are stored as lines, arcs 
and text that is only interpretable by some people, 
they cannot be interpreted by computers. (bim.arch.
gatech.edu: 2007)

BIM involves representing a design as objects - 
generic or product-specific, solid shapes or void-
space oriented (like the shape of a room), that carry 
their geometry and attributes. The geometry may be 
2D or 3D. The objects may be abstract and conceptu-
al or construction detailed. Composed together these 
objects define a building model. If an object is changed 
or moved, it need only be acted on once. BIM design 
tools then allow for extracting different views from a 
building model for drawing production and other uses. 
These different views are automatically consistent - in 
the sense that the objects are all of a consistent size, 
location, specification - since each object instance is 
defined only once. Drawing consistency eliminates 
many errors. (bim.arch.gatech.edu: 2007)

Modern BIM design tools go further. They define 
objects parametrically. That is, the objects are 
defined as parameters and relations to other 
objects, so that if a related object changes, this 
one will also. Parametric objects automatically 
re-build themselves according to the rules 
embedded in them. The rules may be simple, 
requiring a window to be wholly within a 
wall, or complex defining size ranges, 
and detailing. (bim.arch.gatech.
edu: 2007)

Figure 5.3: The Building Information Model
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The use of BIM and a building performance simula-
tion tool will support the process in the verification of 
design decisions takes as well as to supplement the 
lower- than-in-practice levels on consultant interaction 
as would be the case in a real life Integrated design 
situation as defined in Chapter 4. 

5.5 Design investigation defined

Figure 5.3 illustrates the intended design investiga-
tion structure.

The design investigation will run from the initial stages 
of Conceptualisation to Implementation documents 
phase with regular input from design team members. 
This consultation will primarily happen in the form 
of design charettes and an online Blog as defined 
in Chapter 5.4.1. Team consultation meetings, or 
charretes will occur at intervals as shown in Figure 
5.3.

The consultation element will take the form of two 
Teams – Client team and Design Team. 

Considering the limitations of the academic nature of 
this investigation together with the need for sustain-
ability and the need to remain objective, the Client 
team will consist of three people. The division 
is made with the triple bottom line concept in 
mind to ensure that all three dimensions of 
environmental, social and economic needs 
are embedded in the project design. The 
client team will also serve the secondary 

purpose of “quality control” in order to 
ensure all three dimensions are 

addressed equally and to the 
greatest extent possible.

The design team will consist of four people. The prime 
designer is the primary driver and coordinator of the 
project and in many cases is the architect in the Inte-
grated Design model (Chapter 4). The second team 
member will take the form of a sustainability consultant 
in order to provide the design team with the necessary 
sustainability experience in order to embed sustain-
ability goals into the project at the earliest possible 
opportunity. The Third member will be responsible 
for all engineering input from all spheres of mechani-
cal, structural, civil and MEP. This however, is not the 
ideal situation in real life terms but for the purposes 
of this thesis and the limited time available a broad 
input is all that will be required. Finally, the quantity 
surveying duties in the form of cost estimation as well 
as input from a contractor’s perspective will be the 
realm of the fourth member.

5.6 Type of program to suit the design 
investigation

The primary requirement for the selection of the 
program was what will challenge Integrated Design 
from a sustainability perspective in the most compre-
hensive way within the South African and ultimately 
the Johannesburg context.

A single building with a program responding to the 
economic, social and environmental sustainability 
issues we face in South Africa will be used as the 
design focus. The selection is made by studying 
the Johannesburg Spatial Development Framework 
(SDF) and considering the visions and frameworks 
set up therein. The dominant idea is the densification 
of the city with mixed use developments being the 
main focus in and around Nodes and development 
corridors.Figure 5.3: Outline of intended design investigation

design investigation
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The next contributing factor is that mixed use buildings 
provide unique opportunities in the implementation 
and use of sustainable principles and technologies is 
the sense of systems integration or systems separa-
tion.

5.7 New build as opposed to 
Renovation

The next decision to make is whether new build or 
renovation would be the best course of action. Within 
the current South African context, the majority of ar-
chitectural projects are new build and therefore the 
initial optimisation of the design process should follow 
the new build direction. The new build direction will 
also provide more opportunities for the demonstration 
and interrogation of Integrated design form a sustain-
ability perspective as opposed to a renovation project 
which has definite limitations from the outset.

5.8 Project goal setting – Challenge 
2030

The minimum performance targets of the project will 
follow the guidelines as set in the 2030 Challenge. 
The Challenge asks that the Global architecture and 
building community adopt the following targets:

All new buildings, developments and major reno-1. 
vations shall be designed to meet a fossil fuel, 
GHG-emitting, energy consumption perform-
ance standard of 50% of the regional (or country) 
average for that building type.
At a minimum, an equal amount of existing 2. 
building area shall be renovated annually to meet 
a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy consumption 
performance standard of 50% of the regional (or 
country) average for that building type. 

The fossil fuel reduction standard for all new buildings 
shall be increased to: 

60% in 20101. 
70% in 2015 2. 
80% in 2020 3. 
90% in 2025 4. 

(Architecture 2030. 2009)

Carbon-neutral in 2030 (using no fossil fuel GHG 
emitting energy to operate).

These targets are selected because it recognises that 
the change to sustainable design will be a gradual 
process but that we need to nevertheless deal with 
this crisis head on with quantifiable targets. 

Further targets will also be set during the design phase 
through the interaction of design team members and 
consultation with the client.

5.9 Site selection using 
Johannesburg development frameworks

In studying the Johannesburg SDF, one of the founding 
principles is stated as “The creation of a sustainable 
urban environment” (City of Johannesburg 2007:30). 
In an attempt to achieve this, the framework sets out 
a number of development strategies; 

Supporting an Efficient Movement System;1. 
Ensuring Strong Viable Nodes;2. 
Supporting Sustainable Environmental Management;3. 
Initiating and Implementing Corridor Development;4. 
Managing Urban Growth and Delineating an Urban 5. 
Development Boundary;
Increased Densification of Strategic Locations;6. 
Facilitating Sustainable Housing Environments in Ap-7. 
propriate Locations.

(City of Johannesburg 2007:40)

Within the second point “Ensuring strong viable nodes” 
the city states that “they accommodate the majority 
of economic activities and employment prospects, as 
well as an existing/growing residential stock.” (City 
of Johannesburg 2007:55). The city also wants to 
encourage further mixed use growth surrounding 
these nodes and along development corridors 
“to achieve an urban (as opposed to suburban) 
scale of intensity” (City of Johannesburg 
2007:61). This densification strategy of the 
city supports the principles of sustainability in 
terms of various factors including access to 
public transport, availability of services 
etc as defined in Chapter 2. 
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Therefore one of the mixed use nodes would for the 
ideal location as the urban location of the design 
project. (See Figure 5.4)

In the selection of the node reliance on the information 
provided in the 2009/10 SDF to set up an assessment 
of “potential sustainability” to locate the most appro-
priate location for the project. A rudimentary scoring 
system was compiled looking at general factors such 
as whether the node falls within or contains a City 
Improvement District (CID), if it falls within a Develop-
ment corridor etc. It also considers more direct factors 
such as Infrastructure and Social facility availability. All 
the considered factors are detailed in Figure 5.5. After 
identifying some nodes with high levels of potential 
sustainability, the final selection criteria are intro-
duced. These criteria are derived from the program 
selection and relates to the suitability of new build vs. 
renovation projects and the suitability thereof to In-
tegrated Design from a sustainability perspective in 
the South African and Johannesburg context. Based 
on these factors, Rosebank was selected as shown 
Figure 5.5.

In the specific site selection, the status quo and de-
velopment frameworks set in the RSDF for region B 
and the UDF for Rosebank is used. (Figure 5.6)

The Rosebank node has Growth management 
strategy priority in terms of being an area des-
ignated as “Public Transport Area” because of 
the location of the Rosebank Gautrain station 
as well as being designated a “Consolidation 
Area” to allow for property consolidation and 

densification. For these reasons, areas 
have been rezoned in a range of 

designations which included 
High Intensity mixed use 

as shown in Figure 5.6. 

A site within this High intensity mixed use zone is 
selected as it aligns with the sustainability princi-
ples as defined in Chapter 2 as well as the program 
selection and definition.

Secondly land availability came into play and very few 
sites were available within the high intensity mixed 
use zone. A substantial amount is available for con-
solidation as set out in the UDF but those fall in the 
low-medium intensity zones as shown in Figure 5.6.

Other factors that were also considered as analysed 
in the SDF was proximity of social facilities, revised 
road network, the public transportation network and 
planned and existing pedestrian movement routes. 
(Figure 5.7 to 5.12).

This exercise narrowed the search down to two sites 
– one of which was discovered to already be under 
development, but in terms of sighting was the second 
choice in any case, because of the ideal solar access 
and the potential landmark status of the other, as 
mentioned in the Rosebank UDF. See Figure 5.13 for 
final site selected.

Figure 5.4: Johannesburg Nodes
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Parktown ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 14
Randburg ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 17 ■ ■
Rivonia ■■■■■■ 6
Roodepoort ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 16
Rosebank ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 19 ■ ■ ■ ■
Sandton ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 23 ■ ■
Southgate ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 5
Stretford ■■■■■■■■■■ 10
Sunninghill ■■■■■■■ 7
Wanderers ■■■■■■ 6
Westgate ■■■■■■■■■■■■ 12
Woodmead ■■■■ 4

Positive Factors
SocialerutcurtsarfnIlareneG GMS Priority

Figure 5.5: Node selection
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Figure 5.6: Rosebank Urban Development Framework
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Figure 5.7: Proposed Height
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Figure 5.8: Existing Social Facilities
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Figure 5.9: Road Classification
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Figure 5.10: Existing Parking
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Figure 5.11: Transportation Network
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Figure 5.12: Pedestrian Movement Network
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Figure 5.13: Selected site





Chapter 6 - Application + Findings + Design

application + findings + design 

chapter 6

A meeting point. Where elements converge. The marriage of principles. Transition. 
The midpoint of an age. m e r i d i a n.

This chapter will document the design and the process followed that enabled the 
design through the extraction of information from the journal at critical points in the 
design. These critical points generally occur during meetings with members of the 
design team, or at points that major design decisions were taken.

The design process and its application in the broader context will also be addressed 
in order to give a broader perspective of integrated design practice and its applica-
tion in the field of sustainable architectural design. 

In some cases, as described in detail below, some design strategies, knowledge 
bases and technologies could not be used because of the academic context of 
this study and its inherent limitations. These shortcomings will be discussed 
on a “what if” theoretical basis to come to some conclusions with relation to 
these strategies, knowledge bases and technologies.
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6.1 Project Outline

As outlined in chapter 5, Meridian is a mixed use de-
velopment located in the mixed use node of Rosebank. 
The site context was assumed as a projected future 
context as defined in the Rosebank UDF. In other 
words, the surrounding buildings and pedestrian/
vehicular routes were based on the UDF because 
the building is designed with the long term context in 
mind – a minimum lifespan of a hundred years. 

The FAR of the site is 4.2, with an area of 9272.47m². 
This brings the Bulk potential of the property to 
38945 m² at a maximum of 20 storeys in line with the 
Rosebank UDF of 2007. 

The outline project brief was established through 
meetings with the Virtual Client – Mr. Martin Argimon 
of CMA Facilities Planning & Development. The 
brief specified the residential/office/retail split at 
65%/25%/10% respectively, with a requirement of 
the uses to cater for and serve the occupants of the 
building, the immediate surroundings, as well as the 
residential zones.
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Figure 6.1: Design Process - as executed

6.2 Design Process – The actual 
process followed

During the design, some changes had to be made 
to the design process, mainly due to the limitations 
encountered in the academic context of the project. I 
will outline the actual design process followed below, 
detailing the systems used and the virtual design 
team used.

The primary deviation from the process outlined in 
Chapter 5 was the use of building simulation software. 
Due to the scope and size of the project and the limi-
tations of computer facilities at my disposal at the 
university, the design was simply too big to simulate, 
and the verification of the performance of the building 
could not be achieved.

Had it been possible to simulate the performance of 
the building on a regular basis throughout the design, 
the actual performance could have been monitored 
and the design could have been fine-tuned to a level 
of “best performance possible”. 

The use of design charretes was also not possible 
to achieve because the members of the design 
team participated on a voluntary basis. Conse-
quently coordinating meetings were simply not 
possible as very few people could travel to meet 
with me. To remedy this, I held regular individ-
ual meetings with the members of the team, 
taking note of the comments and concerns 
of each and raising these in meetings with 

other members.

In the case of this design charette 
approach, the main benefit 

of being able to use it 

would have come in the form of final informed design 
decisions based on broad input and design opinions 
from the various stakeholders. The advantage of 
being able to make design decisions in this way in a 
single session would have been invaluable and would 
have eliminated the back-and-forth approach that had 
to be taken between myself as principle designer and 
the various stakeholders in the team. The possibility 
of more well informed design decisions was also lost 
due to the lower-than-in-practice levels of interaction 
between all the stakeholders.
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6.3 In Detail – The design and the 
process

This section will cover the design of Meridian in detail 
to demonstrate the outcomes of the design process. 
The format will follow the design process structure 
moving from stage to stage, including input from 
design team members where appropriate.

6.3.1 Pre-design

This was the preparatory stage where the design client 
team was set up, and information such as statutory 
requirements and climatic data was gathered, and 
general sustainable technologies and principles were 
researched even though they were not all used. For 
further information on the technologies researched, see 
Appendix B. Finally, an outline design brief was set.

Climatic data was collected using a meteorologi-
cal software database called Meteonorm (www.
meteonorm.com), with data recorded at OR Thambo 
airport. For climatic data, please refer to Appendix C.

The design and client team was set up with great dif-
ficulty as people who could be available on a regular 
basis for the whole process were few and far between. 
I was, however, very lucky to assemble a team that 
was better than I could hope for:

Duanne Render (Architect/Prime Designer) 1. 
(Author)
Mr. Martin Argimon (Client – Economic focus) 2. 
(CMA Facilities Planning & Development)
Dr. Daniel Irurah (Sustainability Consultant – 3. 
Environmental focus) (University of the Witwa-
tersrand)

Prof. Mitchell Gohnert (Engineer) (University of 4. 
the Witwatersrand)
Mr. Bryan Lewis (Engineer) (Soderlund and 5. 
Schutte Consulting Engineers)
Prof. Alfred Talukhaba (Construction and Quantity 6. 
Surveying) (University of the Witwatersrand)
Prof. Lone Poulsen (Architect – Social focus) 7. 
(University of the Witwatersrand)

Unfortunately, Prof. Talukhaba could not assist me 
after the initial stage and I could not find anyone 
suitable to replace him.

The use of ICT (Information Communication Tech-
nology) in the form of BIM (Building Information 
Modelling) was also adopted as this technology is an 
integral part of integrated design practice as covered 
in detail in Chapter 4.3.4. The primary reason for this 
use is the improved workflow made possible between 
stakeholders and the assured accuracy of informa-
tion. This minimises the possibility of mistakes due 
to miscommunication as can be encountered when 
using traditional CAD draughting systems. 

Extensive study of the Johannesburg IPD, SDF and 
the Rosebank UDF was undertaken to extract the 
necessary information to ensure that the project would 
fall within the scope of the city’s plans. As covered in 
chapter 5, information extracted included such things 
as proposed heights, existing social facilities, road 
classification etc. For more information please refer 
to Chapter 5.8.

In addition to the Johannesburg Development 
framework study, specific rights to the site were also 
obtained from the council, based on a new devel-
opment across Jelicoe Avenue from the site, as the 
rights for the chosen site were still under residential 
1 zoning. 

Initially, I met with Mr. Argimon in order to set the 
initial outline design brief for discussion with the other 
design team members. The brief was developed using 
Mr. Argimon’s experience in the industry of property 
development and architecture, as well as the informa-
tion extracted from the Johannesburg Development 
frameworks and site rights.

Outline Brief: 

Overall sustainability to be main focus (Environ-• 
mental, Social and Economic) 
Site area – 9 272,49m² • 
70% coverage – 6 490,74m² • 
FAR of 4.2 – 38 945m² • 
Maximise use of permissible height @ 20 • 
storeys 
70% Residential (H3) – layout to be flexible to ac-• 
comodate market demand at time of completion
30% Office (G1) aimed at start up companies • 
(small to medium @ approx 400 to 500m² with 
the option to further subdivide to approx 250m²) 
Retail on ground linked to existing and planned • 
retail on Oxford rd 
Small retail/office (F2 + G1) units @ approx • 
100m² – not “destination stores” 
Parking as per normal municipal levels • 
Residential – 1 parking per unit = approx 400 • 
parking bays 
Office – 4 parking bays per 100m² = approx • 
230 parking bays 
Building to achieve a high level of perform-• 
ance as set by “Architecture 2030 – 60% 
reduction in fossil fuel use in relation to 
the average use of a similar building 
type.
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With the outline brief developed, meetings with all 
the design and client team members were set up to 
develop and refine the brief to an acceptable level 
with quantifiable targets.

What came out of these meetings was the need to 
ensure that all three aspects of the triple bottom line 
concept be satisfied to the maximum degree possible. 
In order to achieve this, the brief had to be developed 
to a high level of detail. It was broken down into 
Primary and Secondary dimensions in line with the 
triple bottom line concept as shown in Figure 6.2. For 
the Detailed design brief, refer to Appendix D.
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capital efficiency
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margin improvement
growth enhancement

total shareholder return

safety and health
environmental regulations

global climate change
access to potable water

crisis management
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social
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Figure 6.2: Triple Bottom Line of Sustainability, Expanded
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6.3.2 Conceptualisation + Criteria 
Design

Multiple concepts were developed with a variety of 
starting points. These discarded concepts can be 
found in Appendix E. This section will deal with the 
final concept used.
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Figure 6.3: Conceptualisation + Criteria Design - as executed
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Programme

The programme evolved as a product of the detailed 
design brief through further meetings with the design 
and client team. Figure 6.3 defines the program as well 
as the reasons for the component selection, intended 
location within the building, and who will have access 
to each of the facilities (residents, office users, public 
etc)

Figure 6.3: Conceptualisation + Criteria Design - as executed
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Figure 6.6: Site

Site analysis + concept
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Figure 6.5: The site in context as a space for connection

The site is a unique space of connection, transition, 
shift and interaction. It is located in between the older, 
existing mixed use zone of Rosebank to the South 
and the new, planned mixed use zone to the North. 
See Figure 6.3.

Further, the focus of this thesis being sustainability, a 
key goal should be to foster a heightened awareness 
in the general public of the need to make drastic 
changes in how we build buildings and live our lives.

Considering these two factors, an Iconic Architecture 
is required – a landmark that shouts that sustaina-
ble architecture is required and does not have to be 
governed by an engineering aesthetic. An aesthetic 
dominated by architectural intent and not dictated to 
by the pragmatic requirements of building perform-
ance and ultimately engineering.

The following analysis considers the immediate 
context and emphasises the importance of the public 
ground floor plane as a space for interaction.
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Figure 6.6: Base drawing
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Figure 6.7: Uses - darker blue is mixed use and lighter blue is residential. Shades indicate intensity
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Figure 6.8: Pedestrian intensity around the site showing the pedestrian interchange node on the corner of Jelicoe Ave and Oxford Rd
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Figure 6.9: Public transport showing the Main BRT (Bus Rapid Transport) routes and the mini-bus taxi rank to the South West of the site.
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Figure 6.10: Private vehicular routes. Note the pedestrianisation of Rosebank rd to the North of the site.
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Figure 6.11: Conclusion - the intended edge intensity relating and responding to transport, pedestrian movement and neighbouring uses.
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Figure 6.12: Conclusion - the intended pedestrian movement linking different use zones with each other as well as transport uses such as the BRT and Taxi rank.
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Figure 6.13: Conclusion - the intended height relating to the planned and existing heights surrounding the site.
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Figure 6.14: Conclusion - Composite
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Figure 6.15: Conceptual ground plane

These maps then define the solid vs. mass relationship of 
public open space vs. building mass on the ground plane. 
The public spaces relate to the activity of the space as 
activated by the immediate surroundings and pedestrian 
movement. These open spaces are soft open to the West, 
relating to the residential use, and hard open relating to 
and activated by the pedestrian node of Jelicoe Ave and 
Oxford Rd together with the new pedestrian route directly 
to its North.
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Another primary factor that I considered in this design is sunlight. 
Access to natural light greatly improves the quality of spaces, 
both inside and out. This idea of solar access is not a luxury, 
but a right, not only to be considered in this building design, but 
also for all the surrounding buildings. On top of all of this, Johan-
nesburg has a reasonably temperate climate with high levels of 
solar radiation, which makes it an ideal location for passive solar 
design. 

sunset .  [dreamer]
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Figure 6.16: Conceptual elevations - Top to bottom: North, East, South, West

What I envisioned was a defined building mass 
informed by the activity on the ground plane, which 
would be cut and sculpted by sunlight in order to 
allow natural light and direct sunlight into my own 
public spaces, as well as to the surrounding buildings. 
These cuts will then take on the secondary function 
of sky gardens, to provide the occupants with much 
needed semi-private green space. Figure 6.16 shows 
the conceptual elevations.

To make this possible, a good understanding of how 
sunlight affects the site is required. See Figures 6.17 
- 6.28 for solar studies.
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Figure 6.17: Noon

Figure 6.20: Noon arial

Figure 6.18: Mid morning Figure 6.19: Mid afternoon Summer solstice
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Figure 6.22: NoonFigure 6.21: Noon arial

Figure 6.23: Mid morning Figure 6.24: Mid afternoonEquinox
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Figure 6.25: Noon Figure 6.28: Noon arial

Figure 6.26: Mid morning Figure 6.27: Mid afternoon Winter solstice
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The image series shows the generation of the 
building mass through the use of pedestrian routes 
and contextual response, followed by the definition 
of the building mass, and finally, incisions made in 
the building mass during different times of the year in 
response to the space needing solar access.

Building Information Modelling made this approach 
possible. The necessity of accurate modelling of the 
combination of building mass and sunlight – both 
direct and diffuse light – made this tool indespensi-
ble.

Bearing in mind that the solar incisions are parabolic 
in shape, the form had to be simplified and ration-
alised in order to make both structure and planning 
a possibility. Figures 6.37 + 6.38 of the rationalised 
form also starts to relate to the surroundings in terms 
of height and bulk. The images also show the atrium 
that forms the spine of the building – the core of the 
climatic system (natural buoyancy ventilation) and 
the circulation. The climatic system will be covered in 
more detail at a later stage in the document.

Figure 6.29: Site Figure 6.30: Pedestrian movement

Figure 6.34: Second incision – Neighbouring building during winter solstice – allows for 
higher levels of solar access

Figure 6.35: Third incision – Soft public space during winter solstice – allows for solar 
access during winterwhile still leaving shaded area.
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Figure 6.31: Solid vs. Void Figure 6.32: Building mass Figure 6.33: First incision – Hard public space during the equinox – shaded in summer 
and full sunlight in winter

Figure 6.36: Fourth incision - Neighbouring building during winter solstice – allows for 
maximum solar access.

Figure 6.37: Rationalised form Figure 6.38: Rationalised form
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The spatial organisation of Meridian is illustrated in 
Figures 6.39 + 6.40 – residential to the North taking 
advantage of the ample natural light and the offices to 
the South-West taking advantage of the high intensity 
of Jelicoe Ave. The retail component occupies the 
ground floor level in order to feed off the pedestrian 
movement and the pedestrian node of Oxford Road 
and Jelicoe Avenue.

Figure 6.39: Spatial organisation - Red: Retail, Blue: Office, Yellow: Residential, Green: Atrium 

Figure 6.40: Spatial organisation - Red: Retail, Blue: Office, Yellow: Residential, Green: Atrium 
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The ground floor plan explores the uses, relations, 
activities and points of vertical circulation.

Figure 6.41: Sketch Ground floor plan
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The elevations start to explore the relation of hard vs. 
soft space – building surface vs. sky-gardens. 

Section A starts to explore the idea of a winter-gar-
den in the Western spine of the building as both a 
recreational space and a regulatory element that will 
support the climatic system of the building

Section B starts the exploration of the sky garden’s 
nature – could they be terraced spaces that can 
function as a whole or as separate parts?

Figure 6.42: North sketch elevation

Figure 6.43: South sketch elevation

Figure 6.44: Sketch section A Figure 6.45: Sketch section B
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Figure 6.47: Sketch structural plan

Figure 6.46: Sketch structural elevation

The next question that came to mind was how the 
structure would function.

After consulting with Prof. Gohnert I realised that due 
to the bending forces the form of the building creates, 
high levels of bracing will be required. My thoughts 
were therefore – why not express this bracing on the 
facade and form structural walls with them (shown in 
orange in Figure 6.47) and in doing so eliminating the 
need for columns. The slabs will then span between 
these walls. Secondly, the exposure of the structure 
will reduce the need for a secondary structural system 
to support the cladding system. The viability of this 
concept is questionable and had to be considered 
carefully with the structural engineer.
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The concept of the climatic system is illustrated in 
Figure 6.48 and will function as follows; the atrium 
will be the main driver of the system, supported by 
concrete core activation made possible by the use of 
energy piles. Secondly, the winter gardens will act as 
a heat store in winter and a secondary feed to drive 
the buoyancy ventilation of the atrium in summer.

The energy concept is quite a complex one. Figure 
6.49 illustrates the energy concept with the incoming 
energy sources on the left, the optimisation/conversion 
in the middle and the end use on the right. This system 
attempts to use the most appropriate energy source 
for the most appropriate use, either through direct use 
or through conversion of a given energy source.

Figure 6.48: Climatic system Figure 6.49: Energy concept

electricity
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sunlight
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geothermal

atrium & winter gardens

electricity
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cooking

hot water
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heat recovery absorption chillers
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Figure 6.51: View from a North West rooftop showing the relationship to the West of the site, the pedestrianised 
street to the North of the site and the access to the site via the pedestrian route staircases

Figure 6.52: Arial view showing the atrium as as the spine of the building 

Figure 6.50: View form Oxford road and Jelicoe Avenue intersection showing the hard public square.

Finally, some perspective drawings that starts the ex-
ploration of use and function.

After presenting the conceptual design to the client 
(Mr. Argimon) the consensus was that the design 
was definitely viable and would be quite easy to 
find occupants for. However, the structure would 
need some work because the initial estimate by the 
engineer put it at twice as expensive as a conven-
tional project of this size.
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6.3.3 Detailed design

Structure

The primary concern of the project at the beginning 
of this stage was whether it could work both structur-
ally and economically. The structural system would 
also affect and in some cases, dictate to the planning, 
therefore it had to be resolved before any detailed 
planning could happen.

I therefore met with Prof. Gohnert on a few occasions 
to try to find a solution. Unfortunately we couldn’t 
come up with anything that would make a big differ-
ence in cost – it was definitely buildable though. 

I set out to get a second opinion on the structural 
system. I got in contact with Mr. Bryan Lewis – 
practicing engineer and Partner of Sodurlund and 
Schutte consulting engineers. He gave me very good 
advice and extremely good news – by following a 
certain structural system and effectively inverting the 
structure in order to hang all the floors, the structure 
would become extremely light and therefore have a 
very low material content and in turn have a very low 
embodied energy value. This structural system would 
basically take the conventional systems of column 
and beam, cantilever and column versus cable or 
pure compression and pure tension. Figure 6.53 
illustrates how the top right section of the South 
façade can be broken down into pure tension 
and compression. This then forms the basis 
from which the remaining structure can be 
hung. 

In order to maximise the efficiency 
of the structural system, the 

most appropriate materials 
are also used for the 

Figure 6.54: Concrete

Figure 6.55: Steel

Figure 6.53: Eastern cantilever broken down into pure tension and compression.

specific function – steel in tension and concrete 
in compression.

The final positive factor was that the only reason 
that the structure would be expensive is because 
of the amount of temporary formwork that would 
be required during construction. From this, I 
concluded that the structure had to be broken 
down to make construction both easier and less 
expensive.
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The decision was made to break the structure down 
into 4 primary elements – the Cores – Figure 6.56 
– compression and tension frame – Figure 6.57 – 
the hangers – Figure 6.58 – and the floor sections 
– Figure 6.59.

With this strategy, the tension and compression 
frame would be cast in-situ with formwork contain-
ing post tensioning cables in the tension members. 
Then, the pre-manufactured hangers would be added 
in sequence with the pre-cast floor modules. This 
strategy would further decrease the cost premium 
and therefore bring the construction cost down even 
further to be closer in line with that of a conventional 
building of the same size. 

Because of the isolation of forces within the structure, 
the connection detail between the compression frame, 
steel hangers and concrete floor slabs become very 
important. Therefore the connections are conceptual-
ised as pinned in order to ensure maximum perform-
ance of the steel tension members

Figure 6.56: Cores Figure 6.57: Tension and compression frame

Figure 6.58: Hangers Figure 6.59: Floors Figure 6.60: Connection detail
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In more detail, the structural system would be con-
structed as shown in the sequence of images - Figure 
6.60 - concrete, steel, pre-cast floors.
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This structural system then starts to inform the eleva-
tional treatment and appearance as indicated in the 
exploratory elevations in Figure 6.61.

Figure 6.61: Exploratory elevations - from right: North, East, South
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Figure 6.62: Partial plan showing hard public square

Figure 6.63: Street furniture

Public spaces

The public spaces, as mentioned in conceptualisation, 
are defined and structured by pedestrian movement 

The hard public square will be activated by both 
intense pedestrian activity generated by the Fricker 
road pedestrian road extension planned by the City 
of Johannesburg, as well as by the restaurants as 
shown in Figure 6.62. 

Street furniture has also been designed to serve as 
planters as well as recycling bins as illustrated in 
Figure 6.63. This will make people aware of the aim 
of recycling and hint at the overall aim of sustainabil-
ity.

The use of the space will be fairly dynamic, serving 
as a seating area for restaurants as well as an exhibi-
tion space for art or events or product launches. The 
surface underfoot will be rough cut granite excavated 
from site. The water runoff will be collected in a 
rainwater storage tank for reuse with an overflow into 
a water attenuation tank in order to recharge ground-
water in the most effective manner possible.
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The softer green public space is sheltered from the 
hard city environment by the building and relates and 
responds to the residential uses to the West of the 
site. The space serves as public park space to be use 
by anyone in the area or any passer by.

The space is quite large to start with and is broken 
down with anticipated movement paths. Secondly the 
sunlight concept is revived once again and during 
winter solstice, hourly shadows are projected onto the 
surface to start the definition of even smaller divided 
spaces. Finally these shadow boundaries are inter-
sected with the movement paths and level changes 
are made to further break down the massive space 
into more intimate open and useful spaces. This also 
creates natural seating and the landscape becomes 
the furniture. 

The hard surface treatment is the same as the 
treatment in the hard public square. However the 
hard surfaces are broken down and softened by the 
combination of the level change and the planting of 
the basement roof surface.

Figure 6.64: – Partial plan showing soft public space
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Figure 6.65: – Partial north elevation

Figure 6.66: – Partial south elevation

Development of the facade

The Façade developed as a function of the structure. 
The intention was to express the structure in its hi-
erarchical form starting at the compression and 
tension frame as most dominant, followed by the 
steel hangers as secondary. The infill window panels 
containing Photovoltaic louvers and Solar Thermal 
louvers complete the system. 

The PV panels are then linked in series and supply 
on demand energy to the different mixed uses in the 
building thus eliminating the need for expensive elec-
tricity storage solutions. The Solar thermal panels on 
the other hand serve only the specific unit they are 
attached to in order to minimise heat loss which occur 
through long transfer distances.

Finally, the Southern façade is treated slightly dif-
ferently through the added dimension of projecting 
“boxes” past the structural line of the façade to create 
interest and to recognise the Southern condition.

Materials used in the façade have mostly been 
covered save for the use of Nano materials. The steel 
hangers will be painted with special Lotus Effect Nano 
based paint that has a unique self cleaning effect. 
This will also serve as the fire proofing surface of the 
structure. (Leydecker 2008:146-147) 

The glazing will be doubly glazed but the innovation 
does not stop there. The cavity between the two panes 
will be filled with a nano based gel that has very high 
insulation and fire protection properties – required to 
prevent the spread of fire from unit to unit. This choice 
of material also has the added benefit of being much 
lighter and thinner than conventional double glazing 
panels. (Leydecker 2008:58-63)
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Climatic system

The climatic system of the building was conceptualised 
as a buoyancy ventilation system supplemented by the 
use of concrete core activation driven by energy piles. 

The problem, however, as pointed out by my engineer, 
Mr. Bryan Lewis, was that the site is located on a 
granite bed and therefore piles would never go deep 
enough to make the energy pile concept viable. 
Therefore a move was made towards a rock-store as 
a supplementary and regulatory element supporting 
the buoyancy ventilation system. The biggest problem 
with this approach was getting the air from a rock-store 
in the basement up and through the ground floor retail 
space without compromising the performance of the 
system as a whole. 

Through meetings with Dr Irurah the decision was 
made to create a deep plenum above 1st floor level 
to serve the dual purpose of rock-store and service re-
ticulation.

This turned out to be quite an efficient solution as it 
eliminated the need for ducting from a lower basement 
level, and also reduced the volume of earth to be 
excavated.

Another added supporting system are the Win-
ter-gardens. These gardens are located in 
the Western spine of the building within the  
atrium space. The primary function of 
these gardens is to absorb heat from 
the late afternoon Western sun and in  

doing so, heat the air in the  
atrium space to regulate the colder 

evening temperatures.

 Figure 6.67: Climatic system
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Figure 6.68: Office sky garden

The overall concept therefore relies on fresh air intake, 
regulated by the rock-store and then secondarily 
also regulated by the Winter-gardens. The air would 
then be exhausted through hollow core slabs to the 
exterior, exchanging warmth/cold with the concrete 
and in doing so heating/cooling the spaces through 
radiant heating/cooling. An added aspect is user con-
trolled vents at the rear of occupied space (against the 
atrium) to allow users to control the flow of the tem-
perature regulated fresh air from the atrium into the 
occupied spaces. Please see Figure 6.67 for details.

The climatic system becomes more efficient and less 
expensive as the entire concept is driven by air flow, 
with no piping and heat exchangers required, as would 
have been the case if using energy piles.

The atrium also needs to be celebrated as it is a very 
useful source of natural light. Again, through discus-
sions with Dr Irurah, the decision was made to use a 
product called Lexan – a lightweight, very durable poly-
carbonate material. This product allows high levels of 
natural light through, while providing very high levels 
of insulation and low levels of direct visibility.

Social spaces

The social spaces discussed below have been created 
with two main factors in mind – to provide much 
needed semi public outside green space to residents, 
and to encourage social interaction and the creation 
of “neighbourhoods” within the greater development. 
This is done to try and address the social decay our 
society faces as a whole in the day and age.

These issues were discussed with Prof. Poulson 
and after these discussions two social spaces were 
added to the program – the social club as well as the 
aftercare facility.

The sky garden concept has, throughout the process, 
been an extremely important component of the overall 
design. Conceptually there are two sky gardens – the 
office gardens dedicated to the office space and the 
residential gardens for use by all the residents of the 
building

The office sky gardens are primarily hard-surfaced in 
timber (teak) for maximum durability and longevity, 
with plant boxes on the perimeter, including large tree 
planters at a minimum size of 1 cubic meter to ensure 
adequate soil volume for growth. These planters are 

designed to accomodate medium sized deciduous 
trees such as Ficus Capensis (Fig Tree). 

The gardens are also linked vertically with 
staircases to encourage social interaction and 
increase the effective use of the spaces. The 
gardens will primarily be used on a day to 
day basis by office occupants, but can 
also be used for any work related 
functions.
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Figure 6.69: Residential sky garden

The residential sky gardens are treated in the same 
manner as the office sky gardens with one difference – 
approximately half are surfaced with grass thus creating 
a contrast of hard versus soft and therefore a variety of 
outdoor spaces for different uses. These gardens are 
also linked vertically via timber staircases. 

An option that was considered was using recycled 
black water to provide nutrients to the plants and 
trees in the sky gardens and in doing so making it a 
possible food source through planting fruits and veg-
etables. This is an option that could easily be added 
as the recycling facilities are provided in the 2nd 
basement level.

Another possibility would be the use of hydroponics 
to feed the plants in such a way as to eliminate the 
use of soil totally.

The aftercare facility, located on the 2nd floor under 
the winter-gardens serves as a safe haven for children 
to spend their time after school during the day, and 
also encourages social interaction.

The social club also serves as a platform for social 
interaction and the creation and building of “neigh-
bourhoods” within the greater development. This 
social club will serve drinks and pizza only and 
link to sky-gardens. Gatherings for sports events 
and rental of the venue as a whole for events will 
also be possible. 

Office space

As defined in the detailed design brief, the 
office space caters for small to medium 

business, with units at approximate-
ly 500m² and possible subdivi-

sion down to 250 m².

The office layouts will be strictly governed to ensure 
that the overall climatic performance of the building is 
not compromised. This will be accomplished through 
the use of a building user manual and induction 
training. This induction training will cover the basic 
use of the building and will not be limited to the office 
occupants, but will also from part of the induction 
when moving in as a resident.

The office space is designed to allow maximum levels 
of natural light in to reduce the use of artificial light 
and improve indoor environmental quality for the 
occupants. 

Raised access floors are also used to ensure 
maximum flexibility and ultimately user and tenant 
comfort and ease of use.
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Residential units

The residential units take on a modular form to ensure 
maximum flexibility and efficiency. The module is 
3500mm x 6000mm and can be seen in Figure 6.70. 
Figure 6.70 also shows the different typical resid-
netial unit types – Duplex double bed, Double bed, 

Single bed, Bachelor.Variations from this do occur in 
the form of Three bed, Duplex three bed and finally 
duplex 4 bed penthouses where apporpriate. 

This diverse mix of units was decided after discussions 

Figure 6.70: Residential unit types

Bachelor Single bed Double bed

Duplex double bed lower floor type B Duplex double bed upper floor

with Prof. Paulson and Mr. Argimon. The consensus 
was that the variety would benefit the development 
on a social level as well as on the level of economic 
diversity.
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Final energy concept

The final energy concept developed out of the 
intensive design process and the interaction with all 
the members of the design team. Input from Mr. Lewis 
and Dr Irurah was especially valuable.

electricity

energy source

sunlight

natural gas

atrium & winter gardens

electricity

end use

cooking

hot water

heating

cooling

photovoltaics

solar thermal boiler

Figure 6.71: Final energy concept
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Conclusion

In conclusion, the design process followed definitely 
assisted in the design of the project and the achieve-
ment of the goal of moving toward the identification 
of a new paradigm for architectural design whereby 
built-environment professionals are able to ensure 
the consistent realization of sustainable architecture. 

I take the structural system as an example. The birth 
of the concept immediately raised the question of 
whether or not this could ever be viable both struc-
turally and economically. This prompted one of two 
choices – abandon the concept or seek a solution. 
Through the early involvement of engineers a very 
efficient solution was developed before the planning 
even commenced making the resolution of the design 
much easier and more efficient. This also meant that 
the overall architectural concept did not suffer in any 
terms, ranging from economics, social appropriate-
ness, environmental impact and architectural intent. In 
fact, it benefited from it - the structure ended up being 
exceptionally light and in turn had a very low level of 
embodied energy at a fractionally higher cost.
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p l a n  -  s i t e
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Primary pedestrian routes

Gym serving residents, office staff and 
surrounding community

Creche serving residents, office staff 
and surrounding community

Hard public square Soft public square

Bus stop serving BRT feeder route

Anticipated secondary pedestrian routes

Vertical circulation

Restaurants activate the square

Substation to the north. Refuse and 
goods lift to the south

Retail takes advantage of pedestrian routes

Basement access

p l a n  -  g r o u n d
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Parking - 349  over 2 levels

Recycling room - 8 trash compactors fed 
by refuse chutes

Service corridor

Bicycle stands - 400 spaces Gym access

Restaurant kitchens and storage

Cyclist change rooms

Retail and rental storage

Staff change rooms

Vertical circulation

High tension, Low tension and Telecoms

p l a n  -  b a s e m e n t
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Atrium - core of the climatic system and  
horizontal circulation

Vertical circulation

Winter gardens - social space and regu-
latory element within the climatic system

Residential units ranging from Bachelor 
units to 4 bedroom penthouses

Flexible office space Sky gardens Recycling chutes

p l a n  -  f o u r t h 
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p l a n  -  t w e l f t h

Atrium - core of the climatic system and  
horizontal circulation

Sky gardensResidential units ranging from Bachelor 
units to 4 bedroom penthouses

Social club Vertical circulationRecycling chutes
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s e c t i o n  -  A

Atrium - core of the climatic system and  
horizontal circulation

Sky garden and social club Aftercare Hard public square Soft public squareWinter gardens - social space and regu-
latory element within the climatic system
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s e c t i o n  -  B
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s e c t i o n  -  C
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a r i a l
sunlight slices, daylight enters
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a r i a l
atrium as spine
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private and public outside space, above the city,  in the sky
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chapter 8

Chapter 8 - To Conclude

The two primary factors in integrated design and the design process followed 
during the design are the involvement of key stakeholders at the earliest possible 
stage and the use of current technologies to make this interaction possible. This 
chapter will conclude on their effectiveness.
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8.1 The Involvement of stakeholders 
at the earliest possible stage.

The primary benefit of the involvement of the key 
stakeholders from the start of the project was that the 
design brief in its conventional form was developed 
to a much higher level of detail. This meant that the 
design could, from the outset, take the most direct 
path to completion, without the need for redesign on 
account of new design requirements arising. Initial 
costs of such an approach may be higher, but longer 
term design costs saved as a result of less re-design 
will offset this cost substantially if not wholly. Any addi-
tional costs that do arise are more than justified in the 
architectural quality in terms of improved economic, 
social and environmental integration.

Please refer to Appendixes D and E for details of the 
initial set goals as well as the actual achieved goals.

In addition to this initial benefit, solutions to these 
set goals were easier to achieve and problems more 
easily overcome through high levels of interaction and 
consequently much more informed decision making. 
Perhaps the most pertinent example of this was the 
initial conclusion that the concept was not economi-
cally viable. Not only was this challenge effectively 
dealt with, but the overall expression of the design 
improved significantly through consultation with a key 
stakeholder – the engineer.

For details on how other individual stakeholders con-
tributed to an overall more efficient, sustainable and 
architecturally responsible design, please refer to 
Chapter 6.

8.2 The use of current technologies

The scope of such a project and the time frame called 
to complete it in could not have been achieved if not for 
the use of the current technology of Building Informa-
tion Modelling. This made the efficient and complete 
communication of ideas possible and ensured that 
no miscommunication could occur. Additionally, the 
design work flow and the ability to make informed 
building performance design decisions proved invalu-
able and indispensable.

The on-line journal also evolved into much more than 
the simple design notebook it was originally intended 
to be. By taking advantage of modern communica-
tion and web technologies, it became a forum that 
could supplement and even in some cases replace 
the increased levels of interaction required from 
stakeholders in an Integrated Design Process. Key 
stakeholders were able to access the data at any time 
convenient to them, comment, and in doing so mini-
mising the need for face to face meetings.

More interestingly, a much wider potential use for the 
online journal emerges. By making the design journal 
publicly accessible and allowing any interested 
parties to comment and venture opinions of their own, 
the knowledge base may be increased exponentially, 
potentially drawing ideas from all over the world, and 
from all manner of different disciplines. This observa-
tion definitely warrants further exploration and devel-
opment in future projects.

It was an unfortunate fact that due to university limita-
tions, it was not possible to use building simulation 
software. This would have served the purpose of 
verifying the quantifiable building performance goals 
and thereby proving the efficiency of the building.

8.3 Final Thoughts

This whole strategy can help us as a building profes-
sion to return to the concept of Master-builder – not 
as an individual architect, but as a design team. Can 
we, through this approach and embrace of technolo-
gy, design truly sustainable and ultimately good, high 
quality and responsive architecture? 





Appendices

appendices
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Appendix A - Building Performance and 
Technology Case Studies

The following section is a study into the perform-
ance of 4 buildings through the use of the EULEB 
(European High Quality Low Energy Buildings) 
research project. The EULEB Project provides infor-
mation on existing public non-residential high quality 
and low energy buildings from all over Europe. (http://
www.euleb.info: 2006)
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Location
Kreis-Berufsschulzentrum Biberach
Leipzigstrasse 25 
Biberach
Germany 

Primary use
Education 

Typical days/hours of use
7:00-17:00 (Mo. - Fr.) 

Designers
Projektgemeinschaft Elwert-Stottele-
Rädle 
Elwert+Stottele, Ravensburg 
Rädle+Textor, Ravensburg (planning 
and site management, buildings and 
appurtenant structures) 

Engineers
Ebert Ingenieure, Munich (technical 
services, energy concepts, thermal 
building physics, lighting design, 
simulation) 
Hochschule Biberach - Gebäudek-
limatik 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Roland Koenigsdorff & 
Dr.-Ing. Stephan Heinrich (Monitor-
ing) 

Energy sources
Line current, wood pellets

Year of completion
2004

Number of floors above ground
3 

Number of floors below ground
1 (car park)

Heating or cooling gross floor area
11500 m²

Usable floor area
5542 m² 

Heated or cooled volume
59835 m³ (43639 m³ without under-
ground parking)

Building envelope area
18549 m² 

Average number of occupants
1100-1200 pupils + 100 teachers  
(740 fulltime- and 910 part-time-
pupils)

Microclimate
Suburban 

ASHRAE degree days heating/
cooling
3765 / 832 Kd

Outdoor design temperature/humidity
32°C / n.a.

Indoor design temperature/humidity
19°C / n.a.

Design ventilation rates
Max. 4,5/h 

Design illuminance levels
Corridors: 100 lux 
Class rooms: 500 lux
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.2: Gebhard Mueller School, Front Elevation day and night view

Gebhard Muller School

Figure A.1: Gebhard Mueller School, Site Plan
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The Gebhard Muller building is a business school in the Biberach District
Vocational School Centre. This building was to be a dedicated building to 
the business school with very ambitious requirements regarding comfort, 
indoor area flexibility and energy consumption. For heating and cooling, 
the building mainly uses thermo-active building systems (TABS).

The building comprises of different areas just like any other school 
building – classrooms, corridors, atria and sports halls. This makes for 
high occupancy loads in the classrooms which requires the consideration 
of high thermal loads and strict air hygiene requirements

The owner and project team committed to the optimisation of the complex 
system technology within the building by entering into a 2.5 year optimisa-
tion program of operations and measurement.

The three story building comprises of one wing along the access road with 

two cubic structures which house the classrooms joined onto it. The struc-
tures are interconnected via a central corridor that runs down the main 
wing, not only for circulation but also because the equipment channel 
runs above it from which the supply channels branch off to the rooms and 
corridors.

The building contains two atria, of which the large one is suitable for 
school events and concerts as it has very good acoustics. 

The building primarily has a concrete structure with the main wing con-
structed as a solid concrete shell with a perforated façade, and the two 
cubic wings as concrete skeletal structures with curtain wall façades. 

Water efficiency

 Rainwater collection

A 1,5m³ cistern is used for rain water collection which in turn, is used to 
flush toilets.

Energy

Figure A.3: Gebhard Mueller School, Ground floor plan

Figure A.4: Gebhard Mueller School, Energy flow diagram
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Applications of these technical systems include core activation of the 
concrete core components, the use of ground water and controlled supply 
and exhaust air systems with heat recovery. The cooling energy for the 
core activation is supplied by ground water heat exchanger and therefore 
uses no additional line current energy besides to drive the circulation 
pumps.

Two gradially controlled heat pumps which are connected to ground water 
through 16m deep discharge well and 2 sink wells supply the heating 
energy for the core activation. For peak-shaving or load covering, a wood 
pellet fired boiler is used and has a capacity of 120 kW

During the summer period, cooling is achieved by using the ground water 
through deep wells and as a result, achieves temperature of approximate-
ly 10°C.

 Insulation

The building has an underground car park which is thermally separated 
from the upper levels with a 180mm insulation layer to the ceiling. The 
slabs are largely uncovered and uninsulated to allow core activation 
with an average thickness of around 350mm. This also makes additional 
impact sound insulation unnecessary.

Building element U-Value (W/m²K)
External wall 0,20
Roof 0,23
Basement ceiling 0,16
Heated basement floor 0,27
Heated basement external wall 0,24
Glazing 1,30
Average U-Value 0,24

 Solar control

Exterior blinds are used to ensure a glare free working environment. 

Figure A.5: Gebhard Mueller School, Technical room Module

 General systems introduction

All technical components such as ventilation, concrete core temperature 
control, shading devices, artificial light and computer openings are all 
designed in a 4 meter module. This means that the building spaces can 
be changed with ease within this 4 meter grid without changing structure 
or infrastructure.
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These blinds have a light diverting function that protects the classrooms 
and administration areas form unwanted heat influx. Solar protection 
glass (g-value 0.21) was installed to reduce heat gain in staircases, the 
cafeteria and conference areas. Exterior blinds are controlled automati-
cally based on sun angle as well as internal temperature and occupancy 
but can also be operated manually. The corridor area is day lit by the atria 
and supplements the lighting in classrooms by the use of skylights. The 
atria has an internal shading system made of coated fabric and together 
with the glazing has a g-value of 0,19. Heat in summer is exhausted 
through smoke and heat exhaust flaps.

direct and indirect illumination components. The users operate them 
partly by switching them on and then a control mechanism adapts the 
amount of artificial light depending on the amount of available daylight or 
completely switches them off if enough daylight is available. This system 
is only operational between lessons and can be overridden at any time by 
the user. Motion sensors in conjunction with brightness sensors are used 
to light circulation areas.

 Heating

Two systems are used to heat the classrooms. The first is slow acting 
building core activation which covers the base load. The mechanical ven-
tilation and exhaust system can react to situation in individual areas with 
no delay. The air is heated and cooled by the use of heat recovery. The 
atriums and WC’s are only heated by the floor surface and not from above 
as well. Therefore, together with good passive design, additional heating 
is not required at the facades.

 Cooling

Figure A.6: Gebhard Mueller School, Lighting and Solar control

Figure A.7: Gebhard Mueller School, Heating via concrete core activation

 Lighting

Daylighting
The light redirecting function of the blinds assists in the daylighting 
strategy in being made of aluminium which has a very high reflectivity. This 
maximises the amount of daylight that enters the spaces. The underside 
is stone-grey to minimise the glare reflectance generated in the window 
bay. At the start of every lesson the blind is adjusted based on the azimuth 
influence (cut off) and the sun azimuth (location) in order to nullify glare.

Artificial light
The lighting concept is based on light fixtures switchable in rows with 
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If necessary, cooling is achieved by two systems of which both are 
connected to groundwater. Supply air is cooled to 19°C to 22°C and 
together with that the concrete core activation exhaust cools the rooms. 
The server rooms are cooled with circulated air coolers that are also 
connected to groundwater.

 Ventilation

energy is used for heating and cooling while the peak loads are covered 
with a wood pellet fired boiler.

 Energy Performance

The national average consumptions have been derived from VDI-Code 
VDI 3807-2. In the Code, building specified consumption (delivered 
energy) for electricity and heating were given with respect to floor area. 
The data originate from a survey between 1993-1995. The conversion 
regarding usable floor area was made on the basis of VDI 3807-1 Table 
3.

The national standard is “Thermal Insulation Standard 1995 (WSchVO 
`95). The standard specified a maximum heating energy demand for the 
heated rooms, which is based on usable floor area. Additionally a standard 
system-efficiency of 85% has been considered.

In the year of consumption measurement, wood pellet boiler was not used 
for peak load covering. (http://www.euleb.info: 2006)

Figure A.8: Gebhard Mueller School, Cooling via concrete core activation

Figure A.9: Gebhard Mueller School, Ventilation

Natural and mechanical ventilation is possible in the school. Operable 
windows are located in all rooms and each opening section has contact that 
disables the mechanical ventilation in a room if the window is opened.

Three central ventilation devices with heat recovery (rotary generator) 
make ventilation possible throughout the year. Slit inlets in the equipment 
channel to the rear of the room along the corridors, supply air at tempera-
tures of 21°C to 23°C while exhaust air is sucked out from the underside 
of the channel.

 Renewable energies

Heating and cooling is covered by renewable energies only excluding 
the line current required to operate the circulation pumps. Geo thermal 
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Indoor Environmental quality
 
 User acceptance

A questionnaire with 12 questions was compiled for EULEB-Project. Apart 
from a weighting -3 to +3 the possibility existed to formulate additions 
about comment fields.

The evaluation is to be seen in the adjoining diagram as average values 
of the individual questionnaires. The total user acceptance is the arithme-
tic mean of all questions.

Some users, particularly women, find summer room temperature partly 
too cool. (http://www.euleb.info: 2006)

Figure A.10: Gebhard Mueller School, Annual primary energy consumption Figure A.11: Gebhard Mueller School, User acceptance chart
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Energieforum Location
Stralauerplatz 34 
Berlin 
Germany 

Primary use
Office 

Secondary use of building
fair, congress 

Typical days/hours of use
7:00-19:00 (Mo.-Fr.) 

Designers
Bothe Richter Teherani, Hamburg 
Jentsch-Architekten, Berlin 

Engineers
Steinbeis-Transferzentrum Energie-, 
Gebäude- und Solartechnik, Stuttgart 
(Energy concept, Simulation) 
 
TU Braunschweig Institut für Gebäude-und 
Solartechnik (IGS), Braunschweig (Evalua-
tion, Energy-monitoring) 
 
Winter Beratende Ingenieure für Gebäude-
technik GmbH, Berlin  
(Building systems) 

Energy sources
gas, line current, district heating 

Year of completion
2003

Number of floors above ground
6-8 

Number of floors below ground
0 

Heating or cooling gross floor area
22.397 m² 

Usable floor area
15.521 m² 

Heated or cooled volume

118.782 m³ 

Building envelope area
17.817 m² 

Average number of occupants
800

Microclimate
Urban 

ASHRAE degree days heating/cooling
3463 / 1000 Kd 

Outdoor design temperature/humidity
n.a. / n.a. 

Indoor design temperature/humidity
n.a. / n.a. 

Design ventilation rates
n.a. 

Design illuminace levels
500 lux

Figure A.12: Energieforum, Main entrance
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The Energieforum is built on the site of the former Berlin gas supplier and 
this is located in the core of the growing media centre between the Ost-
bahnhof (East railway station) and the river Spree. The building provides 
office space for companies and institutions from the regenerative energy 
and environmental technology sectors.

The building was a part refurbishment and part new build project. The 
existing 5 storey magazine building has a brick façade that ranges from 600 
– 800mm and is orientated east facing the Ostbahnhof. This old structure 
was built towards the end of the 19th century and warranted preservation 
and was renovated during the new building process to comply with new 
building energy as well as monument conservation laws.

The new construction addition is located along the river Spree and links 
back to the brick building. This addition consists of two 8 story, L-shaped 

Figure A.14: Energieforum, Atrium

Figure A.13: Energieforum, Arial representation

Figure A.15: Energieforum, Ground floor plan
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buildings that was built as a massive construction with a flat roof and 
parapets. The majority of facades are of light metal structure curtain wall 
construction while the east and west external facades are of the single 
window type. The south and atrium orientated facades are strip windows. 
The flat roof is constructed of waterproof concrete with extruded polysty-
rene insulation. A 30 000m³ atrium is located between the two wings and 
is of steel truss construction.

Energy

energy loss and reuse heat.

For demonstration purposes, a small fuel cell cogeneration or CHP plant 
was installed which supplies a small part of the electricity and heating 
demand. Similarly, a 500m² photovoltaic system is installed on the roof 
surface and the south-west façade. All of these energy systems are 
connected to a display system in the atrium which informs the occupants 
of the energy state of the building at any given time.

 Insulation

The magazine building was provided with 80mm of internal insulation 
together with a vapour barrier in accordance with conservation guidelines. 
The roof was totally reconstructed with appropriate insulation. The curtain 
wall systems contain 160mm of mineral fibre insulation and all glazing 
elements including the atrium has a U-value of 1,1 W/m²K together with 
insulated spacers.

Building Component U-value (W/m²K)
External wall 0,21
Roof 0,17
Roof of atrium (frame and glazing) 1,30
Floor next to ground 0,30
Window 1,30
Average U-value 0,69

 Solar control

Solar glazing with a low G-value (34%) and high light transmission value 
(68%) is used on all façades apart from the north. This glazing is used 
together with manually operated internal sun shading louvers which 
functions on the principal of retroreflection (reflection of light back to its 
source) and as a result achieves a g-value of less that 20%. Besides a 
high level of solar control, better views of the exterior are also achieved 
by using wide louvers.

Figure A.16: Energieforum, Energy flow diagram

 General systems introduction

District heating supplies the bulk of the heating energy required for the 
building. In addition to this concrete core activation supplied with heating 
and cooling energy from energy piles is used with the assistance of electri-
cal heat pumps for heating. During cold periods when heating is required, 
heat recovery systems are used on the ventilation systems to minimise 
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 Lighting

Daylighting
Daylighting is achieved mainly by retroreflective louvers that redirect 
sunlight according to the angle of the system. This allows diffuse light and 
part of the direct light in the spaces while eliminating glare

Artificial light
All artificial lights – direct and indirect – are controlled by a daylight 
dependent control system. This system is constantly in use and can not 
be overridden. Secondly, all circulation area lighting is controlled by oc-
cupation sensors.

 Heating

Approximately 80% of the heating load is covered by district heating and 
static heating. Concrete core activation is supplied by on site energy 
generated by energy piles together with heat pumps. The atrium space is 
by a floor heating system at an air temperature of approximately 15°C.

Figure A.17: Energieforum, Lighting and Solar control - East and west facade

Figure A.18: Energieforum, Lighting and Solar control - South facade Figure A.19: Energieforum, Heating concept

 Cooling
 
Depending on the ambient temperature, concrete core activation is used 
for the dissipation of heating loads. The energy piles and the concrete 
core mass are connected via a heat exchanger and therefore functions on 
the principal of free cooling.
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 Ventilation

The offices are naturally ventilated via opening windows during the warmer 
period. This is true for both exterior oriented offices and atrium oriented 
offices. The atrium serves as a continuous source of fresh air supply while 
doubling as an air exhaust via ventilation louvers at the base and peak of 
the atrium.

During the colder periods when heating is required, heat recovery via two 
rotary heat exchangers is employed. These exchangers are connected to 
the ventilation system and recover up to 80% heat from the exhaust air 
and transfer it to the supply air. The ventilation system is also automatical-
ly controlled and only engages when required. During periods when the 
system is not operational, LED displays in the offices display that windows 
can be opened for natural ventilation.

The building also employs an automatic natural ventilation system 
activated during the night to flush the building with cool air. This is control-
led by ambient and office temperatures which in turn operate automatical-

ly operable windows on both the exterior and atrium facades. The atrium 
acts as a exhaust stack and fresh cool air from the surrounding area is 
sucked through the offices and ultimately through the atrium. I case of a 
rain storm the windows and louvers are closed automatically.

 Renewable energies

The energy piles (8,5m deep & 0,5m diameter) play an essential role in 
the energy supply strategy of the building. Water circulates through these 
piles and in winter is heated to a temperature of approximately 7-10°C. 
Furthermore, the electric heat pump raises the temperature to approxi-
mately 23-27°C and finally this water flows through the concrete core and 
heats the spaces. 

During the summer period, the ground, cooled down during the winter 
season, is used in a similar manner as a cooling source for the concrete 
core activation. This is achieved by pumping the water through the 
piles and concrete core with no further heating/cooling – free cooling is 
achieved.

The ground temperature around the building increases to approximately 
15°C and therefore acts as an excellent heating/cooling store.

The 500m² photovoltaic system on the roof and the south-west façade 
generates approximately 46 MWh/a. 

 Energy Performance

The national average consumptions have been derived from VDI-Code 
VDI 3807-2. In the Code, building specified consumption (delivered 
energy) for electricity and heating were given with respect to floor area. 
The data originate from a survey between 1993-1995. The conversion 
regarding usable floor area was made on the basis of VDI 3807-1 Table 
3.

The national standard is “Thermal Insulation Standard 1995 (WSchVO 
`95). The standard specified a maximum heating energy demand for 
the heated rooms, which is based on usable floor area. Additionally a 
standard system-efficiency of 85% has been considered. (http://www.
euleb.info: 2006)

Figure A.19: Energieforum, Cooling and ventilation concept
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Indoor Environmental quality
 
 User acceptance

A questionnaire with 12 questions was compiled for EULEB-Project. Apart 
from a weighting -3 to +3 the possibility existed to formulate additions 
about comment fields.

The evaluation is to be seen in the adjoining diagram as average values 
of the individual questionnaires. The total user acceptance is the arithme-
tic mean of all questions. (http://www.euleb.info: 2006)

Figure A.20: Energieforum, Annual primary energy consumption Figure A.21: Energieforum, User acceptance chart
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Guzzini Headquarters

Figure A.23: Guzzini Headquarters, Solar control and External staircase

Figure A.22: Guzzini Headquarters, Front elevation

Location
S.S 77 KM 102 
Recanati
Italy 

Primary Use
Office

Typical days/hours of use
9 hours 

Designers
Mario Cucinella Architects 

Engineers
Mario Cucinella Architects 

Year of completion
2002

Number of floors above ground
4 

Number of floors below ground
0 

Heating or cooling gross floor area
2.320 sqm 

Usable floor area
580 sqm 

Heated or cooled volume
7.760m3 

Average number of occupants
120

Microclimate
urban

ASHRAE degree days heating/cooling
1854 / 2214 Kd 

Outdoor design temperature
Minimum 5.8 ºC, maximum 24.5 ºC 

Indoor design temperature
23 ºC 

Design ventilation rates
25 Air Changes of Outside Air per Hour 

Design illuminance levels
500 lux in the rooms
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Figure A.25: Guzzini Headquarters, Energy flow diagram

Figure A.24: Guzzini Headquarters, Top to bottom - third floor, first and second floor, ground floor 

The building is located next to an existing structure and is designed to 
utilise maximum natural ventilation and daylighting throughout the year. 
The administration building has a rectangular footprint of 40 x 19.3m 
and is lain out around a central planted atrium and contains 4 floors of 
open-plan offices as well as areas that can be partitioned off. The top floor 
has an adjoining roof terrace and the mechanical services are located in 
the linking tract to the existing building. 

The ground floor contains the receptions, meeting rooms as well as some 
open plan office space. The first and second floors both contain open plan 
office space with direct links to the atrium. All these floors are naturally 
ventilated whereas the 3rd floor that contains the management suites 
is not – these are air-conditioned. The internal ceilings are exposed re-
inforced concrete with heights averaging at 3m. The atrium has a total 
height of 13.8m

Energy

 General systems introduction

The strategies of the project include natural ventilation and optimised day-
lighting which are facilitated by the central atrium. 
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The building uses a hybrid ventilation system – a combination of natural 
and mechanical ventilation. Natural ventilation is provided in the tradition-
al way of perimeter entry through operable windows. The building energy 
management system (BEMS) automatically reverts to mechanical ventila-
tion if the indoor ambient temperature exceeds 25°C. This system is auto-
matically controlled with very little user control. The facades also contain 
high level opening windows and together with the extract openings, are 
opened when the outdoor ambient temperature is at least 2°C lower than 
the internal temperature. These windows also close automatically during 
periods of high speed winds or rain.

The control system has a defined schedule of occupation. During this 
timeframe if the temperature falls below 20°C or rises above 23°C, the 
buildings’ mechanical systems are used. The air temperature is controlled 
via a fan coil system that warms the air if it falls below the threshold and 
similarly warms the air if it rises above 23°C. Local temperature control 
is possible within 3°C of the general temperature to suit the occupants’ 
personal comfort.

Centrally controlled night cooling can also be used in the event that the 

temperature during unoccupied hours rises above 17,5°C. In this event, 
the south façade windows and the dampers in the extract hood is opened 
and the building is flushed of warm air and the exposed concrete surfaces 
are cooled down for use the next day.

 Insulation

The building skin is a combination of opaque and glazed surfaces. The 
north and south facades transparent and are made up of the following: 
horizontal slatted bands, low emissivity coated glass, clear float glass, un-
ventilated cavity, clear float glass. The west and east facades are opaque 
and are composed of the following: lightweight plaster, dense blockwork, 
ventilated cavity, dense blockwork, mineral fibre insulation. 

 Solar control

The control strategy was totally automatic to begin with. The system 
opened lower louvers whenever internal temperatures were under 25°C 
at wich point they would be closed again. Over time user dissatisfaction 
became apparent and this caused the high level louvers to be opened and 

Figure A.26: Guzzini Headquarters, Ventilation, Solar and thermal massing concept
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Figure A.27: Guzzini Headquarters, Atrium Figure A.28: Guzzini Headquarters, mechanical ventilation supply

also changing the temperature at which high level windows opened. This 
failure caused the change to the system to allow users to control these 
louvers to suit their own comfort.

 Lighting

The transparent north and south facades together with the atrium provide 
the daylighting for the building. The Shading system to the south façade 
controls lighting levels and ensures regulation. Artificial lights are installed 
in the office spaces and have an energy consumption of 30% of total.

 Heating

A four tube fan coil system is used to heat and cool supply air to the 
building. The control system allows the building to be operated under 
three modes depending time period, external weather conditions and 
interior and exterior temperatures.
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 Cooling
 
The building was designed to operate for up to 55% of the year with 
natural ventilation and cooling only with no assistance from the mechani-
cal system and the fan coil system. This was achieved by automatic control 
of the louvers but user dissatisfaction dictated that the system should be 
controlled by the occupants. Over the life span of the building it has been 
shown that the building can not achieve thermal comfort in winter and 
summer without the use of the mechanical system. The only periods the 
mechanical system is not used is over autumn and spring – therefore ap-
proximately 50% of the year no mechanical ventilation is required.

energy) for electricity and heating were given with respect to floor area. 
The data originate from a survey between 1993-1995. The conversion 
regarding usable floor area was made on the basis of VDI 3807-1 Table 
3.

The national standard is “Thermal Insulation Standard 1995 (WSchVO 
`95). The standard specified a maximum heating energy demand for 
the heated rooms, which is based on usable floor area. Additionally a 
standard system-efficiency of 85% has been considered. (http://www.
euleb.info: 2006)

 Ventilation

Natural ventilation is achieved by a stack effect generated by the stratifi-
cation or rising of air in the atrium. Air flows into the building through open 
windows and in turn through high level openings in the partitions adjoining 
the atrium and then up through the turrets. 

 Energy Performance

The national average consumptions have been derived from VDI-Code 
VDI 3807-2. In the Code, building specified consumption (delivered 

Figure A.29: Guzzini Headquarters, Cooling through natural ventilation

Figure A.30: Guzzini Headquarters, Annual primary energy consumption

Indoor Environmental quality
 
 User acceptance

A questionnaire with 12 questions was compiled for EULEB-Project. Apart 
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from a weighting -3 to +3 the possibility existed to formulate additions 
about comment fields.

The evaluation is to be seen in the adjoining diagram as average values 
of the individual questionnaires. The total user acceptance is the arithme-
tic mean of all questions. (http://www.euleb.info: 2006)

Figure A.31: Guzzini Headquarters, User acceptance chart
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Center of Nature Les Planes de Son Location
Les Planes de Son, Lleida 
Spain 

Primary Use
Educational and environmental centre 

Typical days/hours of use
Permanent 

Designers
Francesc Rius 

Engineers
Trama Tecnoambiental 

Energy sources
Line current, biofuel, hydroelectric, solar, 
gas, and biomass.

Year of completion
2002

Number of floors above ground
2 

Number of floors below ground
1 

Heating or cooling gross floor area
1.930m² 

Effective floor area
2.226m² 

Heated or cold volume
6.428m³ 

Building envelope area
1.551m² 

Average number of occupants
92 beds 
200 spaces in the auditorium 
8 members of staff

Microclimate
Mountain 

ASHRAE degree days heating/cooling

Figure A.32: Center of Nature, Front elevation

Figure A.33: Center of Nature, Front elevation

2612 / -  Kd 

Outdoor design temperatures/humidities
t winter: - 6ºC 

Indoor design temperatures/humidities
t winter: + 20ºC 
RH = 40 - 60% 

Design ventilation rates
20 m3/h/p
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Figure A.35: Center of Nature, Energy flow diagram

Figure A.34: Center of Nature, Ground and first floor plan

Energy

The building is cut into the landscape and follows the natural topogra-
phy. This thermally heavy building uses reinforced concrete for three 
walls as well as the roof and floor plate. Large glazed areas on the 
south façade make daylighting and solar capture possible. These glazed 
areas are a combination of transparent and opaque sections where the 
opaque sections contain a combination of PV and Solar thermal collec-
tors. As mentioned before, the north façade and the roof are buried in the 
landscape. 

 General systems introduction

Both a biomass boiler and a propane gas boiler see to the heating needs 
of the building. The biomass boiler uses waste wood from construction 
boxes, primarily to avoid the winter supply problems that an alternative 
sawdust fuel would cause in this location. The solar collectors installed 
on the south façade serve as a backup system to the propane gas boiler 
used for space heating.  
 Solar control

The centre is located in Pyrenees (1500m above sea level) with clear skies 
during most of the year. This position makes for an average solar radiation 
of 2.120 Wh/m2/day in January and 6.224 Wh/m2/day in July. For this 
reason solar radiation was a key factor in the design of the project.

The building faces south with extensive glazed areas and solar control 
is achieved by using overhanging eaves for maximum protection during 
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summer while allowing maximum solar penetration during winter.

Interior rooms are also heated by solar means both directly and indirectly. 
Transmission and radiation losses during the night is minimised by using 
internal insulated wooden shutters.

 Lighting

Natural light is used in almost all of the building due to its south facing 
linear, narrow shape. The northern rooms, on the other hand, are lit from 
specialty designed skylights to allow the maximum possible amount of 
natural daylight into the spaces.

Figure A.37: Center of Nature, Skylights

 Heating

Both direct and indirect solar heating make up the bulk of the heating 
requirements of the building.

The common areas on the ground floor have large glazed areas that allow 
sunlight in to heat the large concrete walls and then slowly be radiated out 
during the coldest periods of the night.

Three glazing modules exist per room on the upper floor. The central 
module has an opening section while the other panels to either side are 
fixed and have a heavy accumulator mass wall behind it.

The wall areas above and below the transparent glazed areas has solar 
thermal collectors for the supply of hot water as well as low temperature 
heated water for space heating.

Figure A.36: Center of Nature, Solar control
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Biomass, hydroelectric and biofuel.

PV panels are integrated on the roof just above the eaves delivers 1800Wp 
of power. 120m² of Solar thermal collectors are located in two strips above 
and below the clear glazed strip of windows on the first floor. The reason 
for installing them in a vertical position is to optimise their use during un-
favourable weather conditions during the winter season.

Figure A.38: Center of Nature, Solar thermal panels on facade

Figure A.39: Center of Nature, 1 - Photovoltaic cells, 2 - Solar thermal cells

 Ventilation

A mechanical ventilation system serves the building with roof mounted 
chimneys for fresh air intake and exhaust. The air handling unit is located 
in the basement and this includes a heat exchanger and low temperature 
heat batteries to preheat/reheat the air and filters to ensure any unwanted 
substances are removed form the air.

The upper floor bedrooms are served by constant natural ventilation by 
the central opening window section. Later in the life of the project around 
2006, the comfort conditions provided by the mechanical ventilation for 
the lower floors were deemed unsatisfactory. To combat this, natural ven-
tilation by means of opening windows were installed.

 Renewable energies

The building uses various technologies including PV, Solar thermal, 

 Energy Performance

The highest energy consumption is the heating load because of the climate 
conditions high in the mountains. This however is offset to a certain extent 
by the high levels of solar radiation that can be harnessed because of the 
clear skies.

Transmission losses are minimal because of the sheltered nature of the 
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design with a single exposed façade. As a result the heating energy con-
sumption is very low in comparison to other buildings in similar condi-
tions.

The conditions of this building are quite unique because the visitors stay 
for short periods of time and it also usually draws people that are environ-
mentally conscious. The positive perception of the building can be attrib-
uted partly to the user’s perception due to their environmentally sensitive 
nature because very little time is actually spent in the building – most of 
the time is spent outdoors.

A questionnaire with 12 questions was compiled for EULEB-Project. Apart 
from a weighting -3 to +3 the possibility existed to formulate additions 
about comment fields.

The evaluation is to be seen in the adjoining diagram as average values 
of the individual questionnaires. The total user acceptance is the arithme-
tic mean of all questions. (http://www.euleb.info: 2006)

Figure A.40: Center of Nature, Annual primary energy consumption

Figure A.41: Center of Nature, Materials

Materials and Resources
 
The building is primarily constructed of concrete that acts as a low tem-
perature heat storage device to keep the building comfortable through-
out the year. The internal concrete faces are left exposed for maximum 
radiation and absorption while the external faces of the floor, walls and 
roof are in direct contact with the earth to maximise the use of the thermal 
storage capacity of the earth. The east and west walls of the building is 
finished in natural stone to integrate with the environment.

Indoor Environmental quality
 
 User acceptance
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Figure A.43: Center of Nature, Front elevation

Figure A.42: Center of Nature, User acceptance chart
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Appendix B - Technologies and 
principles

This section is a collection of short summaries of a 
broad range of sustainable technologies researched 
during the course of the thesis.
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Re-use of previously developed sites

The re-use of sites and buildings can be beneficial 
in a variety of ways. Depending on the state of the 
existing building and the infrastructure on site, various 
systems and materials can be recycled. The likes of 
doors, windows, roof coverings etc. can be re-used, 
and if re-use is not possible, it can be sold to salvage 
yards or donated to an appropriate foundation or even 
directly to the community.

Brownfield Site Re-development

Brownfield sites are industrial or commercial sites that 
are idle or underused because of real or supposed en-
vironmental pollution that may be harmful to people.

Redeveloping brownfield sites are not only beneficial 
to the environment in cleaning up polluted land, but 
it also reduces the need for construction on virgin 
Greenfield sites. Besides the environment, it has the 
potential to revitalise the surrounding community if 
treated in the correct manner.

One technique in removing toxins is by planting 
special plants that actively removes toxins through 
phytoremediation. Another may be to remove a 
certain amount of soil and replacing it with “manufac-
tured soil”.

Groundwater recharge

In developing cities and towns natural landscape is 
reduced and hard, impervious surfaces are increased 
and as a result, groundwater recharge is reduced and 
the water table falls. Groundwater recharge can be 
achieved by various means like pervious surfaces, 
natural filtration and bio-retention.

Pervious surfaces

The use of paving and other hard surfaces in the 
built environment has various implications. One of 
which is water runoff that can cause erosion and 
other problems. In using pervious materials such 
as gravel, or special pervious paving for these hard 
surfaces, water runoff can be reduced and groundwa-
ter recharge increased.

Bioretention

This is a system developed by the Prince George’s 
County, MD, Department of Environmental Resources 
(PGDER) USA.

Basically speaking, bioretention is the natural, on-site 
treatment of stormwater through the use of a shallow 
depression to collect water and allow it to soak into 
the soil. This system uses a conditioned soil bed with 
plant materials to reduce runoff and to treat and infil-
trate it where it originates (on site). Physical filtering 
and absorption in combination with biological water 
treatment makes up the system. A simple calculation 
for sizing of a bioretention system is as follows:

Surface  Area    “C” Factor C x Area
Pavement 2000 m²   0.9  1800 m²
Grass  1000 m²   0.25  250 m²
Total  3000 m²   2050 m²

With Sand Bed (5% Sum of C x Area)
= 0.05 x 2050 = 102.5 m²
Without Sand Bed (7% Sum of C x Area)
= 0.07 x 2050 = 143.5 m²

Recommended minimum size of any bioretention 
pond is a minimum of 4.5m x 12.5m with a ponding 
depth between 100mm and 150mm.

Green Roofs

Green roofs have multiple benefits ranging from 
enhanced stormwater management to pollution miti-
gation. Generally the build up is as follows: roof deck 
(concrete etc), a water and root repellent membrane, 
insulation, a filter layer containing soil and finally 
planting.

Green roofs can further be split into two categories – 
extensive and intensive. An extensive roof uses a thin 
layer of soil and accommodates lightweight plantings 
such as sedum, grass and plants. An intensive roof 
on the other hand uses a larger amount of soil in 
order to accommodate larger plantings such as trees 
and shrubs.

Stormwater runoff carries pollutants from surfaces 
such as large areas of hard impermeable surfaces 
or building roofs as well as pollutants carried in the 
rainwater itself such as acid rain. Many of these con-
taminants can be filtered by soil or broken down by 
plants or micro-organisms in the soil of a green roof. 
This pre-treatment can help a great deal in reducing 
the pollutants from reaching water systems.

Native planting

Native plants are suited to the region and therefore 
will require very little maintenance and water. Very 
often native plants can increase the soil’s capacity to 
store water and therefore reduce runoff. In addition to 
this, using them will reduce the need for fertilizers and 
pesticides that can be sources of water pollution.

Permaculture

“Permaculture is a design system for creating sus-
tainable human environments.” (Mollison 1978) 
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In broad terms Permaculture is about designing eco-
logical human habitats and food production systems. 
This concept is the pursuit of harmonious integra-
tion of human dwellings, microclimate, annual and 
perennial plants, animals, soil and water into stable, 
productive communities. Something very important to 
realise is that the focus is not placed on the compo-
nents mentioned, but rather the relationships between 
them as they are placed in the landscape.

The most popular and even central theme in Perma-
culture is the design of ecological landscaping that 
produce food. In this strategy emphasis is placed on 
multi-use plants, practices such as sheet mulching 
and trellising and the integration of animals to recycle 
nutrients and graze weeds.

Healthy microclimates

Basically speaking a microclimate is a climate in the 
open space in an urban environment or around  a 
specific building affected by orientation, landscape, 
vegetation, surrounding conditions like buildings, 
trees etc.

By paying attention to factors that affect microclimates 
one can minimise the effect urban microclimates 
have on a building. One approach that has been 
taken at the Mont-Cenis Academy, Herne Sodingen 
in Germany, is to create a totally artificial, controlled 
microclimate through using what is effectively a glass 
box over the extent of the buildings. (http://www.
akademie-mont-cenis.de/)

Preserve site features

The preservation of site features is important for 
various reasons. Retain natural wetlands and ponds 

for example in order to keep the hydrology of the site 
in best condition. Local wildlife such as birds and 
other animals are also affected – retain trees and the 
natural topography to the maximum level possible to 
minimise damage.  

Heat Islands

In urban areas temperatures are on average 1-3°C 
hotter than the surrounding areas mainly due to 
surfaces changes. These surface changes from 
permeable and moist to hard and dry not only have 
water filtration implications but also absorbs large 
amounts of heat and can reach temperatures of 
27-50°C. Something that also needs to be taken into 
account is these heat absorbing surfaces are not only 
on the ground plane, but also exist as roofs and wall 
surfaces. The heat island effect can be reduced by 
either shading heat absorbing surfaces or by using 
materials with low heat absorption characteristics.

Car share

This is a very simple system where people can rent 
cars for very short periods of time – as short as an 
hour. The system can be run by various different 
types of organisations such as private companies or 
public agencies. For example; a housing company 
can make two car share cars available in a block of 
apartments and all the people who are interested can 
sign up for it and get a unique key. The cars can then 
be booked online for whatever time required. This 
system is used in hundreds of places in the world and 
has been proven to work quite effectively.

Buddy parking

The concept is simple – reduce parking lot areas by 
having two cars parked directly behind each other. 

This can be achieved in various ways – in a residen-
tial application for example, if a unit is allocated two 
parking spaces, these spaces can be buddy parking 
as the occupants can control the system easily. This 
can also be organised on a time schedule basis where 
there is a combination of residential and commercial 
space.

Car pooling

Car pooling can be encouraged by the company 
concerned in various ways in order to reduce required 
parking spaces and congestion. One way is to offer 
incentives to employees to use their own private 
cars to car pool and another is to provide a company 
vehicle such as a minibus.

Bicycles

Good change room and showering facilities as well 
as secure bicycle storage is required if this concept is 
to be encouraged. 

Preferred parking spaces

Parking spaces are often allocated according to 
stature in a company for example. Allocate parking 
spaces according to the car being driven – car pool 
cars and high volume vehicles.

Support public transport

The support of public transport is a key step in 
reducing the requirement of parking spaces and ul-
timately overall energy use. By making accessibility 
to public transport a priority the choice of using your 
own car versus public transport become easier. 
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Anaerobic wastewater treatment

Anaerobic digestion uses micro-organisms in process-
ing organic waste such as food waste, sewage and 
landscape waste without the use of oxygen. The 
process is contained in a mechanical treatment plant 
and therefore any odours are contained. The main 
advantage of this system is that it has three usable 
by-products. The first is Biogas which can be used 
for heating or other purposes. Secondly solid, nutrient 
rich organic fertiliser which has no negative effects 
on the environment of groundwater and finally, diluted 
liquid organic fertiliser.

Aerobic wastewater treatment

This process is also contained in a mechanical 
treatment plant with the only difference to anaerobic 
treatment being the use of oxygen. This process has 
a much shorter treatment time, requires less space 
and has very little odour. The main disadvantages 
over anaerobic treatment is that it requires additional 
power to keep airflow constant as well as that biogas/
methane production is not possible.

Constructed wetlands

Constructed wetland systems provide wastewa-
ter treatment through natural biological processes. 
There are two types of constructed wetland systems: 
open water wetlands and subsurface flow wetlands. 
Open water wetlands are mainly used in mild climatic 
regions because water freezing in winter periods is not 
a problem. For this reason, subsurface flow wetlands 
can be used anywhere. Subsurface wetlands also 
have the added benefit of being odour-free, safer and 
have a wider application.

By using a wetland system, energy and chemical 

intensive central treatment plants are taken out of the 
equation, and therefore energy usage is reduced and 
environmental pollution is minimised. (www.nawe-pa.
com)

Grey water recycling

Grey water recycling is the collection of any building-
used water with the exception of sewage water or 
blackwater. (water from WCs) After collection, different 
levels of filtration can be employed dependant on the 
required end use. By employing such a strategy, water 
can be re-used in non potable applications such as 
toilet flushing, cooling tower water supply, irrigation 
etc. The main requirement for this system is a dual 
piping supply system to separate water uses. 

Rainwater harvesting

Similarly to grey water recycling, rainwater can be 
collected and treated to be used in various applica-
tions on site. This does however fall to the volumes of 
rainfall in the region concerned. Uses of rainwater are 
the same as recycled greywater.

Passive solar design

The aim of passive solar design is to maintain thermal 
comfort within a building within daily and seasonal 
cycles and therefore reducing the need for active 
heating and cooling means. Different strategies and 
principals exist, one of which is the orientation of the 
building as it will optimise solar access or minimise 
it if desired. Insulation is another way of maximising 
solar benefit, by containing heat generated by solar 
radiation or by shielding interior spaces from heat 
generated.

Building automation system/Building management 

system

Basically, a building automation system (BAS) is a 
computerised control system linked to various elec-
tronic building systems in order to control them. 
These include mechanical and lighting systems. The 
BAS monitors climatic and comfort conditions within 
a building or parts of the building and makes changes 
as necessary as well as controls lighting levels 
according to an occupancy schedule or dynamic 
sensors. A BAS can also monitor systems perform-
ance and device failures and notify maintenance staff 
via email.

Glazing and openings

Openings in buildings are generally the biggest 
culprits of thermal bridges where connections are 
made to the building skin or even through window 
frames or glazing elements themselves. Particular 
attention should be given to openings with consid-
eration given to the glazing elements – these can be 
of various constructions to achieve very high levels 
of thermal performance and solar radiation control. 
Doors should also be carefully considered, because 
if a door is not properly sealed and of an appropri-
ate construction, very high heat losses and drafts can 
occur.

Lighting

Efficient daylighting strategies can increase user 
comfort in a working environment as well as reduce 
energy demand coupled with artificial lighting. Means 
such as light directing glazing, switchable glass, light 
shelves, louvres etc. can decrease the requirement 
for artificial lighting by lighting a space naturally for up 
to depths of 15meters. 
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With the use of artificial lighting energy consump-
tion can also be kept to a minimum by using a BAS 
together with motion sensors and daylight sensors.

Thermal mass

Thermal massing is a simple concept that takes 
advantage in difference in temperatures over daily or 
even seasonal periods. During the daily cycle between 
minimum and maximum temperatures, heat can be 
stored in massive elements in order to radiate heat 
or coolness over an extended period of time. In order 
to take advantage of seasonal temperature changes 
very large bodies need to be used to store energy. 
Underground aquifers or even just the mass of the 
earth under a building can be sufficient. To utilise this 
energy, technologies such as heat pumps or energy 
piles can be used.

Natural ventilation

Natural ventilation strategies can only be successful 
if certain design parameters are followed and if the 
site specifics are taken into consideration. Typically 
naturally ventilated buildings should be narrow – 
short distance between inlets and outlets – which is 
why buildings that rely on natural ventilation strate-
gies often have articulated floor plans.

Different types of natural ventilation can be used in 
buildings.

Wind ventilation:

Wind ventilation relies on pressured differences 
created when wind hits a building. A positive pressure 
is created on the one side and a negative pressure on 
the other. In order to equalise this pressure difference, 
wind tends to flow through the building if possible.

Wind ventilation can be used for supply of fresh air 
and cooling if the outside air temperature is appropri-
ate. Locate inlets and outlets across from each other 
and offset to encourage the mixing of air. Internal ob-
structions should be minimised to assure adequate 
airflow.

Buoyancy ventilation:

This is a ventilation strategy based on the differences 
in density based on the temperature, (cool air is dense 
and therefore heavier than warm air) and humidity 
(dry air is heavier than humid air). Two examples are 
stack ventilation and cooling towers.

Stack ventilation:

As hot air rises as generated by occupants and 
equipment, cooler air will tend to flow in to fill the 
space left by the rising air. Shafts, towers, atria, clere-
stories or vented skylights can be used as exhaust air 
outlets with low fresh air inlets to maximise the stack 
effect. This strategy is particularly effective if high dif-
ferences in indoor and outdoor temperatures exist. 
Stack ventilation is not as effective when outside 
temperatures are to hot or humid because it requires 
the indoor conditions to be warmed to function. A 
chimney heated by sunlight can be used to drive the 
stack effect in cases like these without warming the 
interior spaces.

Cooling towers:

This system is usually driven by misting water in a 
vertical shaft in order to cool the air. The air, as a 
result, falls and can then be delivered in the space 
without any fans or mechanical systems. As heat is 
generated in the space and the air is heated, it is 

exhausted to allow for more cool air to be admitted 
to the space.

Open and closed building strategies:

Depending on the climate either open or closed 
building ventilation strategies can be employed. Open 
building is usually used in areas with mild climates 
where it is beneficial to keep indoor and outdoor 
temperatures at a similar level. A Closed building 
system on the other hand uses cold night air to flush 
the building during unoccupied times. This cools the 
building surfaces and massive structural elements 
that will provide cooling during the day by radiant 
exchange. Materials for this use include stone, tiles, 
concrete and masonry.

Orientation

Traditionally speaking, orientation would always have 
been towards the sun, but in modern days internal 
heating loads might be so high and the program 
might dictate different needs. Effects of orientation 
with maximum solar access will be higher heating 
and daylighting loads. Consideration on whether this 
is required or desired should be given.

Photovoltaics

Photovoltaics can be installed in one of two connec-
tion methods – on grid or off grid. With the on grid 
installation electricity can be put into the electricity 
grid and remuneration can be gained for it. In off grid 
applications, this becomes a problem because peak 
generation capacity might not coincide with peak 
load demand. Therefore alternative storage or use 
for the electricity might be required. Consideration 
should also be made into integrated use as opposed 
to additive use – this means that certain building 
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elements can be replaced with PV panels such as 
roof covering or wall panelling. 

Solar thermal

The use of solar collectors to heat water for domestic 
use or space heating is very efficient and may be an 
alternative to photovoltaics if an on grid application is 
not possible as storing heat as opposed to electricity 
is much more cost efficient. (If appropriate)

Wind Power

Wind turbines come in various sizes with varying 
capacities for power generation. The main obvious 
factor for consideration when installing wind turbines 
is wind access. Good wind access does not only 
mean strong wind speeds, but also means constant 
wind speeds. Wind charts from local LCDs can give 
you the average wind availability of the area or region. 
Finally the actual positions of the turbines need to be 
carefully considered in order to select a location as 
free of obstructions as possible to minimise the pos-
sibilities of wind gusts. Wind gusts do not only impede 
power generation but can also damage turbines.

Biomass

Biomass is living or recently dead biological material 
that can be converted to energy through various 
processes. This term usually refers to plant matter 
grown biofuel, production for fibres, chemicals or 
heat. In order to extract energy from biomass one 
of three processes need to be used; Thermochemi-
cal, Biochemical or Chemical. These three process 
categories yield different products which can then be 
used in different applications. Thermochemical is the 
heating of plant material which breaks it down into  
liquids, gasses and solids which can then be refined 

further and fuel can be produced. Biochemical is the 
use of enzymes and bacteria to break down material 
through fermentation which yields alcohol. Finally 
the chemical process is basically the conversion of 
biomass oils such as soybean and canola oil into 
liquid biofuels such as biodiesel.

Fuel cells

Basically speaking a fuel cell is an electrochemical 
conversion device. It produces electricity from a fuel 
and an oxidant with and anode and cathode respec-
tively. One can also think of it as reverse electrolysis.

Many different types of fuel cells exist with different 
electricity outputs and different heat outputs which 
can also be harnessed and used in heating applica-
tions. One example of a fuel is hydrogen, with the 
oxidant being oxygen (from air) and the by-product 
water. Other fuels include sources such as hydro-
carbons and alcohols while oxidants include chlorine 
and chlorine oxide.

These different types of fuel cells have different ca-
pacities for power generation; this can range from 
5W to 100MW for cells such as Molten Carbonate 
and Planar Solid Oxide. The most widely used cells 
at the moment is Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel 
Cells with an approximate output of 100W to 500KW. 
Examples of South African suppliers follow.

Suppliers:   Powertech IST – Plugpower products
       Intelligent energy

CHP/Cogeneration

Through the generation of electricity, one by-prod-
uct that is almost always present is heat. Usually, in 
power plants this heat is discharged through cooling 

towers, flue gas or other means. In cogeneration ap-
plications this excess heat is captured and used in 
various means. In the case of a single building, the 
heat generated in a fuel cell for example can be 
captured and used for hot water heating for potable or 
space heating application or it can be used for cooling 
of spaces through an absorption chiller. Mainly five 
different technologies exist for cogeneration for use 
in buildings; these are microturbines, internal com-
bustion engines, stirling engines, closed cycle steam 
engines and fuel cells.
 

Geothermal

Geothermal energy is generated through the use of 
heat stored in the earth or the collection of absorbed 
heat stored underground. Three main technologies 
exist for harnessing geothermal energy two of which 
are very expensive and location dependant whereas 
the third technology can be used almost anywhere. 
The first is conventional geothermal which uses 
various systems such as Binary cycle power plants 
to generate electricity. Another type of energy use is 
called Direct heat; this uses hot water close to the 
earth’s surface and pipes it directly into buildings for 
space heating and hot water heating. Finally, the third 
technology, Geothermal heat pumps uses the upper 
5 meters of earth as a heat sink as it has a relatively 
constant temperature ranging from approximately 
10°C to 16°C depending on the location. Pipes are 
buried in the heat sink, and ductwork run through the 
building with a heat exchanger to transfer heat form 
one circuit to the other. During summer it can be used 
for cooling by extracting heat from the building and 
in winter heat the spaces by pumping heat into the 
building.
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Evaporative cooling

What basically happens in the process of evaporative 
cooling is the absorption of heat by water molecules 
in the air through the process of evaporation. The sur-
rounding air is therefore cooled. Various technologies 
that take advantage of this process exists; such as 
evaporative air-conditioning units, cooling towers (as 
discussed under ventilation) etc. Evaporitive cooling 
is however only effective in areas with relatively low 
humidity – therefore this technology is limited to 
hot-dry regions as apposed to hot-humid regions.

Sustainable materials and other 
resources

Regional

One of the largest contributors to global warming 
through carbon emissions are vehicles. Therefore by 
using locally produced or harvested materials, these 
emissions can be produced. In addition to this the 
local economy will also be stimulated.

Renewable

Using natural renewable materials are not only 
healthier for the occupants of buildings but can 
be replaced fairly quickly through replanting etc. 
Materials are considered rapidly renewable if they 
can be planted and harvested within a seven year 
period.

Re-use and salvage 

During the demolition of a building many building 
elements that are in perfectly good condition can be 
re-used if proper measures are taken in the design 
process as well as the demolition process itself. 

This has many positive effects – saves on building 
costs, reduces total embodied energy of the building 
and benefits the environment in reducing amount 
of disposal and the energy use associated with it. 
Another course of action can be to contact salvage 
yards as they may have perfectly usable materials 
at very low relative cost. Another point to consider 
regarding salvage yards is to sell salvaged materials 
from the demolition process to them, thus generating 
revenue.

Reduce

One very simple approach that can be taken is to 
reduce the amount of materials used in a building. 
Lets take a traditional kitchen floor for example – by 
simply staining the concrete, a very durable floor 
finish can be obtained to rival that of tiles for example. 
This doesn’t only reduce carbon emissions, but also 
capital cost.

Low-VOC content

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are materials 
used in various products that “off gas” (emit gasses 
over time). This is a culprit of the so-called “sick 
building” syndrome and can cause respiratory for any 
and usually all occupants. Some materials to watch 
are sealants, paints, stains, primers, carpets, and 
composite wood materials.

Recycling and composting

Recycling does not only refer to the recycling of 
building waste generated by the demolition and con-
struction process but also daily waste that will be 
produced in the day to day running of the building. 
By adopting a strategy of recycling early in the 
project design process, advantage can be taken of 

certain technologies such as energy generation from 
household waste and lower cost due to lower waste 
disposal.

Good indoor environmental quality

IEQ takes many factors into account that contribute to 
the wellbeing of users within a building. “Sick building 
syndrome” is a very real problem in many buildings 
which affects the health, comfort, happiness and ulti-
mately overall productivity of users (in an office envi-
ronment). For these reasons it is specially important to 
pay special attention to IEQ as it will increase comfort 
and indirectly increase building life and reduce overall 
cost due to building longevity. Point to consider:

Visual comfort
Thermal comfort
Acoustics
Personal control
Indoor air quality
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Appendix C - Johannesburg Climate 
Data

The climate data for the city of Johannesburg as 
recorded at OR Thambo international airport
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Climate characteristics

Location name Johannesburg
Latitude [°] -26.13

41.82]°[edutignoL
2961]m[levelaes evoba thgieH

8]h[)emit lacol( nigeB
81]h[)emit lacol( dnE
01]h[yad rep esu eciffO
41.7062]h[raey rep esu eciffO

44.32]°[erutarepmet ria naem yliad .xaM
74.4]°[erutarepmet ria naem yliad .niM
13.91]°[erutarepmet ria naem ylhtnom .xaM
35.9]°[erutarepmet ria naem ylhtnom .niM
85.51]°[erutarepmet ria naem launnA

Standard deviation of daily mean from annual mean air temperature [°] 4.1

85.4731]-[)C°81 esaB( syaD eergeD gnitaeH
73.3522]-[)C°01 esaB( syaD eergeD gnilooC

42.666]²m/hWk[.frus .ziroh no .dar esuffid latot launnA
85.593,1]²m/hWk[.frus .ziroh no .dar tcerid latot launnA
28.160,2]²m/hWk[.frus .ziroh no .dar labolg latot launnA

600,522]hxulk[.frus .ziroh no noitanimulli latot launnA
036,4]h[sruoh thgilyad latot launnA
795,84]xul[.frus .ziroh no ecnanimulli egarevA

Annual total illumination on horiz. surf. during office use [kluxh] 221,822
510,4]h[esu eciffo gnirud sruoh thgilyad latot launnA
842,55]xul[esu eciffo gnirud .frus .ziroh no ecnanimulli egarevA

Air humidity 85.0]-[ytidimuh evitaler naeM

16.3]s/m[deeps dniw naem launnA
E]-[noitcerid dniw gniliaverP

Period of office 
use

Wind

Location

Solar radiation

Daylight

Temperature

Heat. / Cool. 
Degree Days
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Monthly Air Temperature and Solar Radiation
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Figure C.1: Monthly air temperature and solar radiation Figure C.2: Cumulated annual frequency {8%} of wind velocity
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Appendix D - Design Goals

The detailed design goals as compiled through the 
integrated design process
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Outline Project brief.

Overall sustainability to be main focus (Environmental, social and Economic)1. 
Site area – 9 272,49m²2. 
70% coverage – 6 490,74m²3. 
FAR of 4.2 – 38 945m²4. 
Maximise use of permissible height @ 20 storeys5. 
70% Residential (H3) – Studio and 1 Bed @ 80% and 2 Bed @ 20% (approx 400 units). This still seems like a strange proportion to me but we can discuss in next 6. 
meeting – who does this accommodate? Who is your anticipated user group? Which of these will be your ‘inclusionary’ housing?
30% Office (G1) aimed at start up companies (small to medium @ approx 400 to 500m² with the option to further subdivide to approx 250m²)7. 
Retail on ground linked to existing and planned retail on Oxford rd8. 
Small retail/office (F2 + G1) units @ approx 100m² – not “destination stores”9. 
Parking as per normal municipal levels with the option to convert to office/retail should public transport become dominant (therefore above ground)10. 
Residential – 1 parking per unit = approx 400 parkings11. 
Office – 4 parkings per 100m² = approx 230 parkings12. 
Building to achieve a high level of performance as set by “Architecture 2030 – 60% reduction in fossil fuel use in relation to the average use of a similar building 13. 
type

Specific Project Goals.

Project goals based are on the expanded triple bottom 
line (Chapter 2 and image below) and expanded 
through the use of international rating tools with a 
focus on the newly developed “Green Star SA” rating 
tool and the CSIR’s SBAT (Sustainable Building As-
sessment Tool). 

The reason for this selection is that these tools 
have been developed with the South African social, 
economic and environmental context in mind through 
the consultation of both industry and experts in the 
various fields of architecture. (www.gbcsa.org.za 
2009) Furthermore, the SBAT was developed to 
relate strongly to the context of a developing country 
and is designed to support sustainable development. 
(http://www.csir.co.za 2009)

 

economic
growth

innovation
capital efficiency
risk management

margin improvement
growth enhancement

total shareholder return

safety and health
environmental regulations

global climate change
access to potable water

crisis management
environmental justice

clean air, water and land
emissions reductions
zero waste, releases and spills
biodiversity

diversity
human rights

community outreach
indigenous communities

labour relations

job creation
skills enhancement

local economic impacts
social investments

business ethics
security

resource efficiency
product stewardship
life-cycle management
products to services

social
progress

socio-
economic

eco-
efficiency

socio-
environmental

sustainable

environmental
stewardship

Figure D.1: Triple Bottom Line of Sustainability, Expanded
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Primary Dimensions:
Economic – Does the paradigm 
stimulate economic growth?

innovation
capital efficiency
risk management
margin improvement
growth enhancement
total shareholder return

Support of the Local Economy.
Maximum the use of local (<50km) contractors • 
for the construction of the building. (min 50%)
Use of local (<400km) materials to be maximised • 
(min 20%)
Local (within South Africa) components to be used • 
in construction to a minimum of 50% (windows, 
doors etc)
Local furniture/fittings to be used  to a minimum • 
of 80%
Maintenance and repairs to be undertaken by • 
local contractors to the maximum extent possible 
(<50km)
Building Efficiency• 
Through design, maximise the building capacity • 
percentile usage at any given time (actual number 
of users / number of users at full capacity*100 not 
to be below 30%)
Through design, encourage 24 hour occupancy.• 
Ensure space provision per user not higher than • 
10% than values in SANS 10400
Coordinate building design with material/• 
component sizes to minimise wastage.
Flexibility and adaptability.• 
Office space to have a minimum of 3m floor to • 
ceiling height.
External spaces to be designed to accommodate • 
various uses.
Internal partitions that are easily adapted (loose • 

partitions and studwalls) to be used.
Incorporate modular planning (structure, • 
envelope and services) where possible to allow 
easy internal adaptation.

 
Long term costs

All users to receive induction training on building • 
systems through either face to face training or a 
building operation manual.
Users to be informed of building performance • 
figures on a monthly basis (water, electricity, 
waste)
Localised monitoring systems for water and elec-• 
tricity.
Maximise the use of local non hazardous materials • 
throughout the building lifespan
Capital Cost• 
Five percent of capital cost to be allocated to • 
address urgent local issues during the construc-
tion period (issues subject to further study)
Tender/construction to be structured to ensure • 
the involvement of small/local contractors/manu-
facturers
Building cost not to exceed 15% of national • 
average of similar building type. If it does, it must 
be justified through the demonstration of lower 
life cycle costs.
10% of capital cost to be allocated to new/local • 
sustainable technologies.

Environmental – Does the paradigm ensure minimal 
impact on the environment?
clean air, water and land
emissions reductions
zero waste, releases and spills
biodiversity

Disruption during Construction
The main contractor is to develop an environ-• 

mental management plan to minimise the impact 
of construction activities.
Minimise impact on neighbourhood during con-• 
struction phase by implementing the Consider-
ate Constructors Scheme from the Construction 
Confederation in the UK. (Good practice in UK 
construction – no similar scheme in RSA)
Site• 
No neighbouring buildings to be negatively • 
affected (access to sunlight, daylight, ventilation)
Explore the possibility of including food gardens • 
on site/building.
Water• 
Consideration to be given to include facilities • 
which allow all water entering sewerage system 
to be treated on site.
Water from hard landscaping shall either be • 
collected, treated and used for irrigation or be 
returned to natural watercourse.
Where water is not being collected from hard • 
landscaping, porous paving surfaces are to be 
specified to enable water to return to natural wa-
tercourse and reduce storm water runoff.
Storm water management and drainage shall • 
protect natural watercourses.
Watercourses shall be protected from contamina-• 
tion by run-off water during construction.
Use Recycled Materials• 
At least 1% (by volume) of materials to have been • 
recycled.
Facilities Required to Manage and Minimise Op-• 
erational Waste Generation
The necessary facilities shall be installed to • 
enable 100% of organic waste to be recycled on 
site (composting, animal feed etc).
An easily accessible area for the separation, • 
collection and storage of materials into at least 
four types (organic, glass, metal, paper) shall be 
provided.
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Provide safe storage for hazardous materials.• 
Use Impact Reduction Methodologies• 
Use BRE Green Guide to Specification, or use • 
an alternative method or information to compare 
materials impacts and select options with A 
ratings where possible.
Compare materials choices using embodied • 
energy studies and select accordingly.
Use Materials which Minimise Pollution• 
Minimise the use or hazardous materials on site.• 
Adhesives should be water rather than solvent • 
based.
No use of asbestos in any form.• 
Paints and coatings must be water-based where • 
possible (emulsions, acrylic wood stains) and low 
VOC content. Lowest classification option shall 
be used.
Less than 250g/L for primers and undercoats and • 
under 420g/L for topcoats for steel work corrosion 
protection systems.
Low formaldehyde emission timber board • 
products shall be specified.
Minimal use of air conditioning to be encouraged • 
to remove the need for refrigerants. Refrigerants 
where required need to be non ozone depleting.
Insulating materials should be blown with zero • 
ODP (no CFC-blown foam).
Use Materials which grow• 
Use materials with high & quantifiable ‘grown’ • 
content.
Timber and timber products shall be from sus-• 
tainably managed sources (FSC or third party 
accredited).
Landscaping Design• 
Quality of local flora and fauna to be enhanced.• 
Landscaping shall be based on indigenous • 
species.
The landscape design shall be appropriate to • 
avoid use or synthetic fertilisers, pesticides etc.

Provide shade (within 5 years) on at least 30% by • 
area or hard surfaces such as paths, car parking 
and patios. Or use open grid pavement system to 
reduce heat accumulation.
Construction• 
Limit site disturbance of earthworks and cleaning • 
to 10m beyond building perimeter.
Prevent damage of environment through run-off • 
of water into local watercourses, avoid spillage, 
dampen roadways to minimise dust.
Transportation Impacts during Construction• 
Implementation of a green travel plan for con-• 
struction workers and consultants.

Social – Does the paradigm promote 
community?

diversity
human rights
community outreach

Inclusive environments
Ensure that disabled public transport is easily ac-• 
cessible (400m walking distance) 
Provide high contrast clear signage where appro-• 
priate
100% of space to be accessible by ambulant/• 
disabled users (excluding service spaces)
Fully accessible toilets for disabled use to be • 
provided no more that 50m from any point 
in building. Inclusivity does not jus mean for 
disabled! Previously disadvantaged, poor, aged, 
youth etc etc?
Access to facilities (via public transport or 400m • 
walking distance)
Access to schools and crèches • 
Access to banking facilities• 
Access to retail facilities• 
Access to communication facilities (post, • 
telephone and internet)

Access to exercise facilities• 
Inclusionary Housing• 
15% of residential units to be provided as Inclu-• 
sionary housing in line with the “Breaking New 
Ground” housing policy. So what does this mean 
in your project?

Secondary Dimensions
Viable – Does the paradigm promote 
efficiency in an ecologically sensitive 
manner?

resource efficiency
product stewardship
life-cycle management
products to services

Travel
Green travel plan (including bicycle use group, • 
car sharing register, staff travel coordinator etc.) 
to be implemented to maximise the use of the 
Gautrain, bicycles, buses and minibus-taxis. 
BRT?
On site, lockable bicycle spaces to be provided.• 
Shower and change room facilities to be provided • 
for office and retail space
Ground floor interface to encourage pedestrian • 
movements and interaction with the street.
Reduce transportation impacts of construction • 
materials by delivering only in off-peak travel 
hours and putting many materials on delivery 
vehicles.

Water
All use of potable water shall be minimised. • 
Maximum total mains (potable) water use 
targets: 

 Office:   0.24 L/Day/m²
 Retail:   0.09 L/Day/m²
 Residential: 40 L/Day/Person
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All rainwater run-off from roofs to be captured • 
and used for irrigation or toilet flushing.
Grey water from showers and wash basins to be • 
used for toilet flushing or irrigation.
Install water meters and flow monitors (leak • 
detectors) at key points of use as part of building 
management system.
Specify low flush toilets (i.e. less than 6L), water • 
conserving plumbing fixtures such as flow restric-
tors, automatic and proximity controls on urinals, 
spray or aerated taps, pressure reducing valves, 
showers with a maximum flow rate of 10 L/min 
(not power showers).
No potable water to be used for irrigation of water • 
features.
Specify high efficiency sub-surface irrigation • 
systems where required in gardens.
Landscape design shall only use water efficient, • 
indigenous plants to minimise its water require-
ment.

Energy
Maximise use of local renewable energy (wind, • 
solar. geothermal, biomass etc.), with a minimum 
of 60% fossil fuel reduction in relation to the 
national average of a similar building type.
Maximum total energy use to be less than: • 
Office: 105 kWh/m² of treated floor area (SANS • 
204 – 200kWh/m²)
Light    15 (based on 10W/• 
m²)
Fans and pumps  5• 
Small power   20 (but dependent • 
on efficiency of systems)
Heating or cooling  70• 
Hot water   5• 
Retail: 140 kWh/m² of treated floor area (SANS • 
204 – 240kWh/m²)
Residential: 200 kWh/m² of treated floor area • 

(SANS 204 – 650 kWh/m²)
The actual values will depend on the efficiency of • 
systems selected throughout the building.
Minimise use of conventional air-conditioning.• 
Maximise use of passive environmental control • 
techniques (thermal mass, reflective finishes, 
modest glazing areas, shading & blinds).
Use natural ventilation (wind and buoyancy • 
forces).
Where natural ventilation cannot be used, use • 
water based systems for heating /cooling, which 
is much more efficient in terms of auxiliary power 
required per kWh of thermal energy to be trans-
ported. Mechanical ventilation to be reduced to 
the minimum required air change rate.
Carry out thermal analysis to determine transient • 
max and min temperatures & relative humidities.
Where natural ventilation and passive thermal • 
control is not possible, utilise simple decentral-
ised cooling.
All use of power shall be monitored and control-• 
led by a building management system.
Domestic hot water, catering, and swimming pool • 
(if used) should be heated by passive or active 
solar systems. Supplement with on demand 
direct electric heating if necessary (depends on 
storage capacity of system).
Reduce hot water storage temperature from 60ºC • 
to 50ºC with periodic increases in storage tem-
perature to 60°C for approximately 1 hour every 
week to destroy any proliferation of legionnellae.
For occasional space heating requirements, • 
either specify air-conditioning as heat pumps, or 
use direct electric heaters.
Electric lighting levels should be kept low as prac-• 
ticable, with task lighting just where required.
Use high efficiency lamps -compact fluorescents, • 
high pressure sodium, etc. where possible.
All boilers and burners (coal, oil etc) shall be • 

specified to have low emissions of NOx and SOx
Design to Reduce Waste• 
Encourage construction waste to be recycled or • 
salvaged.
Prevent loss of soil during construction through • 
storm water run-off and wind erosion.
Design for Appropriate Durability• 
Long-life, inherently durable permanent elements • 
to be included.
Use hard wearing floors that are also easier to • 
clean. Use timber rather than carpets.
Design for Low Maintenance• 
Low maintenance fittings and finishes to be • 
specified.
Good access for routine maintenance to be • 
included.
Design for Future Reuse of Building, Elements • 
and Materials
Use materials which can be easily reused or • 
recycled.
Avoid composite elements, or those which are • 
adhesively bonded together, where this will 
make them difficult to separate without causing 
damage.
Specifications to Encourage Resource Efficient • 
Materials Supply
Require contractors and materials suppliers to • 
show commitment to reducing their environ-
mental impacts (ask for details of: environmen-
tal policy statement, ISO 14000 accreditation or 
Environmental Management System, examples 
of impact reduction of products, collaboration on 
environmental projects, evidence of social re-
sponsibility, staff training in sustainability).
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Bearable – Does the paradigm promote 
the health, safety and well-being of 
people?

safety and health
environmental regulations
global climate change
access to potable water
crisis management
environmental justice

Occupant well-being
The building should be designed not to exceed a • 
dry resultant temperature of 28ºC for more than 
1% of the year and not exceed 25ºC for more 
than 5% of the year. Air movement in naturally 
ventilated buildings may be used to offset higher 
dry bulb temperatures, but the air velocity must 
not exceed 0.2m/s for cooling.
Services design shall enable flexible local control • 
of the internal environment to enhance user 
comfort, energy efficiency and indoor environ-
mental quality (operable windows. movable blinds 
or shutters, lighting control).
Buildings shall be designed to be easily accessi-• 
ble and useable by disabled staff (lifts, toilets for 
the disabled etc.
Background noise levels should be limited • 
35-45dBa in offices, circulation spaces etc.

Indoor Environment Quality
No-smoking policy in all public areas. Dedicated • 
rooms for smokers provided.
Encourage high levels of natural daylighting. An • 
average daylighting factor of at least 2% on desk 
level in 90% of total office area.
Provide glare protection systems independent • 
from solar shading to make use of solar gains in 
cold seasons without glare effects.
Encourage use of shading systems with improved • 

daylight transmission (e.g. larger louvre distance 
in the upper third of a venetian blind) to avoid 
use of artificial light when sun shading system is 
activated.
Develop natural ventilation systems where • 
possible
Specify low emission and energy efficient me-• 
chanical systems with refrigerant leak detection 
systems. HFC’s shall be the refrigerant in any 
cooling system.
Consideration to be given to the specification of • 
high energy efficiency electrical appliances and 
equipment (PCs, photocopiers, kitchen fittings 
etc.).
High frequency ballast’s for fluorescent lighting to • 
prevent flicker.
Plan office space so 80% of UA has a direct line • 
of sight to the outdoors or into an adequately 
sized and day-lit atrium
Provide individual thermal comfort controls every • 
15m² to 30m² of the UA.
Naturally ventilated spaces • 
User controls are defined as an individually 
controllable ventilation opening of not less than 
0.75m², together with individual temperature 
control or thermostatic control to the local heat 
source (if a heating system is provided). 
Mechanically ventilated spaces • 
The base building HVAC system allows for tenant 
installation of user control of air supply rate, air 
temperature or mean radiant temperature
Mixed-mode ventilated spaces • 
For mixed-mode buildings, the above mechanical 
and natural ventilation user control criteria must 
be achieved.

Equitable – Does the paradigm strive 
towards economic and social justice?

job creation
skills enhancement
local economic impacts
social investments
business ethics
security

Participation and Communication
Involvement during the design phase through • 
consultation with Interested and Affected Parties 
(IAP’s) to ensure concerns are addressed and 
best advantage is taken to benefit the local 
community. Who are the local community?
Support of Local Industry• 
80% (by value) of construction to be carried out • 
by contractors in Johannesburg.
80% (by value) of building components to be • 
produced in RSA. 25% from Gauteng
All building materials to be sourced from • 
Gauteng

Education
Construction process shall provide training for • 
unskilled workers & apprentice.  
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Appendix E - Discarded design concpets

Two discarded concepts were developed and are 
covered here briefly
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Concept I

Design sketches

Solar studies
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Concept II

Design sketches

Solar studies
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to the North of the site.

Figure 6.11: Conclusion - the intended edge intensity relating and responding to 
transport, pedestrian movement and neighbouring uses.

Figure 6.12: Conclusion - the intended pedestrian movement linking different 
use zones with each other as well as transport uses such as the BRT and 
Taxi rank.

Figure 6.13: Conclusion - the intended height relating to the planned and 
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Figure 6.49: Energy concept

Figure 6.50: View form Oxford road and Jelicoe Avenue intersection showing the 
hard public square.

Figure 6.51: View from a North West rooftop showing the relationship to the 
West of the site, the pedestrianised street to the North of the site and the 
access to the site via the pedestrian route staircases

Figure 6.52: Arial view showing the atrium as as the spine of the building 

Figure 6.53: Eastern cantilever broken down into pure tension and compression.

Figure 6.54: Concrete

Figure 6.55: Steel

Figure 6.56: Cores

Figure 6.58: Hangers

Figure 6.57: Tension and compression frame

Figure 6.59: Floors

Figure 6.60: Connection detail

Figure 6.61: Exploratory elevations - from right: North, East, South

Figure 6.62: Partial plan showing hard public square

Figure 6.63: Street furniture

Figure 6.64: – Partial plan showing soft public space

Figure 6.65: – Partial north elevation

Figure 6.66: – Partial south elevation

Figure 6.35: Third incision – Soft public space during winter solstice – allows for 
solar access during winterwhile still leaving shaded area.

Figure 6.31: Solid vs. Void

Figure 6.36: Fourth incision - Neighbouring building during winter solstice - 
allows for maximum solar access.

Figure 6.32: Building mass

Figure 6.37: Rationalised form

Figure 6.33: First incision – Hard public space during the equinox – shaded in 
summer and full sunlight in winter

Figure 6.38: Rationalised form

Figure 6.39: Spatial organisation - Red: Retail, Blue: Office, Yellow: Residential, 
Green: Atrium 

Figure 6.40: Spatial organisation - Red: Retail, Blue: Office, Yellow: Residential, 
Green: Atrium 

Figure 6.41: Sketch Ground floor plan

Figure 6.42: North sketch elevation

Figure 6.43: South sketch elevation

Figure 6.44: Sketch section A

Figure 6.45: Sketch section B

Figure 6.46: Sketch structural elevation

Figure 6.47: Sketch structural plan

Figure 6.48: Climatic system
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